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A B S T R A C T
R ule-based representation techniques have becom e popular for storing and 
m anipulation of dom ain knowledge in expert systems. It is im portant that system s using 
such a representation are verified for accuracy before im plem entation. In recent years, 
graphical techniques have been found to provide a good fram ew ork for the detection of 
errors that may appear in a rule base. In this dissertation, we develop a technique that uses 
a directed hypergraph  to accurately  detect all the different types of errors that appear in a 
rule base. This technique overcom es limitations of existing graphical techniques that are 
unable to accurately detect all the errors that appear in a rule base, without misdiagnosing 
error-free instances. The directed hypergraph technique allows rules to be represented in a 
m anner that clearly identifies complex dependencies across compound clauses in the rule 
base. Since connectiv ity  across com pound clauses are accurately  represented, the 
verification procedure can detect errors in an accurate fashion. W e have developed a 
verification procedure that uses the adjacency m atrix of the directed hypergraph. The 
procedure detects different types o f errors by using sim ple operations on the adjacency 
matrix.
In practice, expert system s are often used to m ake inferences based on multiple 
observed facts. M ost existing techniques have ignored this aspect, since the selection of 
valid com binations of rule antecedents from a large num ber of rule antecedents to be 
considered is difficult. To address this issue, the directed hypergraph technique has been 
extended to perform verification checks when sets of feasible multiple assertions are made 
available to the system. As the size of the rule base increases, execution of the algorithm 
can be hard due to storage and computational considerations. It has been empirically found 
that sets of rules in large rule bases are sufficiently separated to allow decomposition into
smaller sets. The directed hypergraph technique has been enhanced to accurately detect all 
errors in large rule bases by performing verification checks over the smaller groups of rules 
separately, and propagating the results from one group to other linked groups.
CHAPTER 1 
INTRO DUCTIO N
Knowledge acquisition is one of the m ost important, yet least form alized steps in 
expert system development. It has been widely acknowledged as a m ajor bottleneck in the 
developm ent of expert system (Agarwal and Tanniru, 1992a; Bundy, 1988; Geissman and 
Schultz, 1988; H ayes-R oth, 1985; N azareth, 1989; Zahedi, 1993). This is because 
obtaining a com plete and consistent specification of relevant dom ain knowledge for an 
application is a hard problem . K now ledge verification procedures can significantly 
alleviate the above problem by detecting the errors that m ay exist in know ledge that is 
obtained from experts.
R ule-based representation techniques have becom e one o f the m ost popular 
techniques for storing and m anipulation of dom ain know ledge in expert system s. Two 
important reasons for this popularity of rule-based expert systems are ( 1) the modularity of 
the rule-based framework, and (2 ) the ability to use knowledge stored as rules in a non­
procedural m anner (Davis, 1987; Hayes-Roth, 1985). U nfortunately, these features of 
rule-based know ledge representation also render the reasoning process to be largely 
invisible to developers and users (Agarwal and Tanniru, 1992). There is a strong potential 
for errors during the elicitation o f the rules from dom ain experts. Experts often think 
intuitively and consequently om it many steps in the reasoning process. In addition, expert 
systems are usually developed over a period of time in an incremental m anner which often 
leads to inconsistent specifications. This can be further m agnified when m ultiple experts 
provide input to a system. As a result, it is very important that such a system is verified for 
correctness before it is used in a com m ercial environm ent. The verification task requires
1
2checking that the rules in the system  are consistent and com plete. These checks detect 
superfluous, incorrect or m issing rules which affect the perform ance of the expert system 
and have been termed as structural errors (Nazareth, 1989).
2 .1 Common Errors in Rule Bases
There are many types o f  structural errors that may exist in rules obtained from 
experts. One com m on error is when a collection o f rules leads to contradictory  
conclusions. For exam ple, consider the follow ing three rules from  an R& D Project 
Evaluation rule base:
Rule 1: If likelihood of commercial success is low
Then financial viability is poor.
Rule 2: If financial viability is poor
Then likelihood of raising a loan is low.
Rule 3: If likelihood of commercial success is low
Then likelihood o f raising a loan is high.
The first two rules taken together indicate that the likelihood of raising a loan is low 
when the likelihood of com m ercial success of the project is low. This contradicts the third 
rule which states that he likelihood of raising a loan is high when the likelihood of 
commercial success of the project is low. In this example, it is easy to see the contradiction 
across these rules. However, in real applications consisting of hundreds of rules, detection 
of contradiction among rules is difficult.
Another common problem is when a rule, while not contradicting other rules, does 
not provide any additional knowledge about the application. Such rules are redundant and 
reduce the efficiency of the system , since more rules than required m ust be processed to
3answer queries. For instance, in the example considered earlier, suppose the first two rules 
are retained and the third rule is modified as follows:
Rule 3. If likelihood of commercial success is low
Then likelihood of raising a loan is low.
In this rule base, Rule 3 conveys the same information which is conveyed by the first two 
rules, and thus renders the first two rules redundant.
M ore im portantly , redundant rules cause problem s when rules are revised. 
Suppose Rule 3 is revised to "If likelihood of commercial success is low, Then
likelihood of raising a loan is high." After the revision, if the first two rules are still 
in the rule base, it leads to contradiction. Thus, even when reduced efficiency is not a 
major consideration, a rule base should be free of redundant rules.
In com plex applications with large num ber of attributes, it is hard at times to 
determ ine the causal dependencies among them. D ifferent sets of rules m ay indicate 
different causal dependencies. These sets of rules taken together, may lead to cyclic 
dependencies. Such cyclic dependencies must be avoided since these can cause a system to 
go into an infinite loop when being used for consultation.
Specification of decision rules elicited from experts can at times be incomplete, 
especially in large rule bases. This is due to some rules not being spelt out as they are 
considered "obvious" by the expert. Also, when multiple experts contribute to the rule 
base, rules that link different portions of the rule base can be missed. If the rule base is not 
complete, some queries will not get answered, since many intermediate rules may need to 
be processed to reach a final conclusion. Therefore it is necessary to ensure that the rule 
base is complete.
41 .2  Limitations o f  Existine Approaches
A num ber of different techniques have been developed to perform  verification 
checks for rule bases (Agarwal and Tanniru, 1992; Cragun and Steudel, 1987; Ginsberg, 
1987; M arek, 1987; Nazareeth, 1993; Nazareth and Kennedy, 1991; Nguyen et al, 1987; 
Suwa et al, 1982). U nfortunately, as noted by N azareth (1989), this work has been 
fragm entary in nature, with the scope varying considerably across different techniques. 
Earlier w ork in this area focussed on those errors that could be detected by the pairwise 
checking of rules (Cragun and Steudel, 1987; Nguyen et al, 1987; Suwa et al, 1982). 
Recent techniques have enhanced the scope to include errors that occur over longer chains 
of rules (Agarw al and Tanniru, 1992; Ginsberg, 1988; N azareth, 1993; Nazareth and 
Kennedy, 1991). M any of the newer techniques use graphical representations of the rule 
base in order to detect the d ifferent errors that may appear in the system. Topological 
properties o f graphical structures are used to deduce dependencies across propositions. 
These graphical representations allow the verification problem to be reformulated as one of 
reachability of specific states in the graph.
Graphical techniques are attractive since graphs provide an easy-to-use framework 
to represent conceptual dependencies. Analytical techniques to detect connectivity in graphs 
allow the verification of rule-bases to be performed in a rigorous manner. A directed graph 
approach to represent a rule base for the verification problem was presented in Nazareth 
and Kennedy (1991). Petri nets have also been used to model this problem (Agarwal and 
Tanniru, 1992; Nazareth, 1993). However, there are some important drawbacks with these 
graphical techniques. These drawbacks are related to the fact that a rule often indicates a 
dependency from a compound clause to a simple clause. The existing techniques use nodes 
that correspond only to sim ple clauses. As a result, dependencies involving compound
5clauses are artificially incorporated into the graphical representation. This is accomplished 
by incorporating additional nodes that correspond to rules in the directed graph approach, 
and by the use of transitions in the Petri net based approaches. The suggested procedures to 
detect errors are not accurate. They either fail to detect some of the com m on errors, or 
indicate errors in instances which are actually error-free. For instance, the directed graph 
approach indicates spurious errors whenever rules have compound antecedent clauses that 
overlap (Nazareth and Kennedy, 1991). As noted by the author, the Petri net approach in 
Nazareth (1993) has the same limitation. The Petri net approach presented in Agarwal and 
Tanniru (1992) is unable to detect errors which are caused by multiple inference paths of 
different lengths.
1 .3  Contribution o f This Research
In this dissertation, we present a new graphical technique to verify rule bases that 
overcomes the limitations of existing techniques. W e use directed hypergraphs to model the 
dependency across attribute-values as indicated by the rules. The directed hypergraph 
allows com pound antecedents o f rules to be modeled as com pound nodes. This allows 
rules to be graphically represented in a manner that clearly identifies complex dependencies 
across compound clauses in the rule base. Since connectivity across compound clauses are 
precisely represented, the verification procedure can detect errors in an accurate fashion. 
Analogous to the other graphical techniques, we have developed a verification procedure 
that uses the adjacency matrix o f the directed hypergraph. The procedure detects different 
types of errors by using simple operations on the adjacency matrix. The technique has been 
implemented, and shown to have a computational complexity that is comparable to that of 
the other graphical techniques.
6In practice, expert systems are often used to m ake inferences based on m ultiple 
observed facts (which are term ed as assertions). This renders verification of rule bases 
hard for the follow ing reasons. F irst, the num ber o f d ifferent com binations o f rule 
antecedents that have to be considered can grow exponentially in large rule bases. In 
addition, among the numerous com binations, selection of valid com binations is difficult. 
For these reasons, m ost existing techniques have ignored this aspect o f the verification 
problem . In order to address this issue, the directed hypergraph technique has been 
extended to perform verification checks when sets of feasible m ultiple assertions are made 
available to the system. It is shown that if  the feasible sets of assertions are indicated 
beforehand, the verification process can identify errors w ith very little increase in 
computational effort.
Although the verification algorithm is of polynomial complexity, as the size of the 
rule base increases, the matrix m anipulation operations can be hard to perform (primarily 
due to storage considerations). However, it has been empirically noted that sets o f rules in 
large rule bases are usually sufficiently separated that the rule base can be decomposed into 
smaller sets (Jacob and Froscher, 1986). Rules in these sm aller sets are usually intertwined 
in complex ways. W e have enhanced the hypergraph based verification procedure to detect 
errors in large rule bases which can be decomposed into sm aller groups. The technique is 
shown to accurately detect all errors in the large rule base by performing verification checks 
over the sm aller groups of rules separately, and propagating the results from one group to 
other linked groups. The procedure significantly reduces the storage and com putation 
requirements associated with verifying the large set of rules simultaneously.
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we discuss 
the different kinds of structural errors that may occur in a rule base, followed by a brief
7literature review. In Chapter 3, we present the directed hypergraph representation for a rule 
base, and define the various notations that are used with this representation. W e then define 
the adjacency matrix of a hypergraph, and discuss some special matrix operations that are 
used to detect errors. The verification algorithm, its proof, and com putational complexity 
are also presented in this chapter. The verification procedure is dem onstrated with an 
example in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, we present an extension of the verification algorithm 
to cover cases w here antecedents of several rules are instantiated  sim ultaneously. 
Decom position issues are discussed in Chapter 6 . Concluding rem arks are presented in 
C hapter 7. The code of the Program  Hypergraph based on the verification algorithm 
appears in the Appendix.
CHAPTER 2 
CLASSIFICATIO N OF ERRORS
In this chapter, we provide an overview of the type o f errors that may exist in large 
rule bases. Next, we review current literature that addresses this problem. W e assume that 
all rules are in unitized form, before they are used to detect errors (Pederson, 1989). This 
implies that compound antecedent clauses in rules only allow conjunctions, and only simple 
clauses are allowed as conclusions. Each simple clause corresponds to an attribute-value 
pair. The above requirements ensure a structured rule base, with no loss of generality.
Our verification algorithm  focuses on the structural (or logical) errors that arise 
from the interaction of the rules with each other. Nazareth (1989) has provided a taxonomy 
of these structural errors, w hich consist of re d u n d a n c y , c o n flic t, c irc u la r ity  and 
in c o m p le ten e ss  (deadend  p rem ises  and unreachable  goals). In order to check for 
incompleteness, we assume that each attribute-value pair belongs to one of three categories. 
An attribute-value pair is an input variable if it is provided by the user during runtime. Goal 
variables are those that refer to the final desired recommendations of the expert system. All 
other variables are used to provide inference paths from the input variables to the goal 
variables, and are called intermediate variables.
2 .1  Errors Affecting Consistency
Among researchers, there is no unanimity regarding errors that cause inconsistency. 
Redundancy, contradiction, and circularity are identified as the common errors that causes 
inconsistency in rule bases [Nazareth (1989); M arek (1987); and Preece (1993)]. Ignizio 
(1991) considers subsum ption and unnecessary prem ises as additional errors that cause
8
9inconsistency. Synonym s are to be considered as a cause of inconsistency, especially 
when knowledge is elicited from multiple experts (Trice, 1993). Illegal attribute values are 
considered as an error which causes incom pleteness [Ignizio (1991) and Nguyen et al 
(1987)]. But it is more appropriate to treat illegal attribute values as an error that causes 
inconsistency.
W e classify errors that cause inconsistency as follows:
(a) Synonym s,
(b) Redundancy,
(c) Contradiction,
(d) Circularity, and
(e) Illegal Attribute Values.
2 .1 .1  Svnon vm s
In a rule base, different variable names m ight actually refer to the sam e attribute. 
These are referred to as synonyms. In particular, when knowledge bases are developed by 
gathering expert inform ation from  different sources, synonym s are likely to be present. 
Also, when a rule base is incrementally developed, an expert may refer to the same attribute 
by different names at different times. It is necessary to eliminate synonyms because a rule 
base with synonyms may not lead to desired inferences.
Synonym s can also hinder detection of other errors that cause inconsistency and 
incom pleteness. For exam ple consider the fo llow ing rules from  an R& D Project 
Evaluation rule base:
Rule 1: IF Consum er Preference is high
THEN Probability of Commercial Success is high.
Rule 2: IF  Market Acceptability is high
THEN Probability of Commercial Success is low.
In the above case, if  the attributes "Consumer Preference" and "Market Accepability" refer 
to the same factor, then these two rules contradict each other. But if the synonyms are not 
identified, the two rules seem to be consistent. Therefore, it is necessary to rem ove all 
synonyms before other checks for verification are performed.
2.1.2 R edu n dan cy
There are two types o f  redundancies that can occur in rule bases, viz., (a) 
Redundancy due to com bination of rules; and (b) Redundancy due to subsumption. The 
first type of redundancy occurs when a single rule can lead to an inference which is 
conveyed by another set of rules. For example, consider the following three rules:
Rule 1: If probability of commercial success is low
Then financial viability is poor.
Rule 2: If financial viability is poor
Then probability of raising a loan is low.
Rule 3: If probability of commercial success is low
Then probability of raising a loan is low.
In the above case, Rule 3 leads to the same conclusion as that derived from the first 
two rules. Thus, if  the purpose o f including Rules 1 and 2 is to deduce w hether the 
likelihood of raising a loan is low or not when the likelihood of commercial success is low, 
then the first two rules are redundant. Alternately, if Rules 1 and 2 are required for other 
inference paths, then Rule 3 is redundant. W e note that while it is possible to identify 
m ultiple paths from one clause to another, such a condition does not necessarily indicate
11
redundant rules. As pointed out in (Agarwal and Tanniru, 1992), if  the intermediate clauses 
in an inference path are required to establish paths across some other clauses, then there 
may not exist any redundant rules even when there are m ultiple paths between two sets of 
clauses. Thus, we identify multiple paths as potentially implying redundancy.
The second type of redundancy is caused when a m ore general rule makes a 
restrictive rule unnecessary. This is termed as subsumption. Rules which subsum e other 
rules get included in the rule base either due to a more general rule being included during 
the knowledge elicitation stage or due to changed problem environment.
For example, consider the following rule:
Rule 1: If probability of commercial success is low, and
anticipated growth rate is low, and 
capital requirement is high,
Then financial viability is poor.
Suppose the expert comes up with following rule later on:
Rule 2: If probability of commercial success is low, and
capital requirement is high,
Then financial viability is poor.
Now, the more general latter rule subsumes the former rule.
2 .1 .3  Contradiction or Conflict
Contradiction among rules can appear either due to (1) the m utually exclusive 
conclusions being ignored during the knowledge elicitation stage or (2) a rule being mis­
stated. Consider the following three rules:
1 2
Rule 1: If the probability of commercial success is "medium"
Then project can be funded for two years.
Rule 2: If project can be funded for two years,
Then continue the project.
Rule 3: If the probability of commercial success is "medium"
Then discontinue the project.
The first two rules taken together indicate that the project is to be continued if the 
probability of commercial success is "medium". This contradicts the third rule which states 
that the project has to be discontinued if the probability  o f com m ercial success is 
"medium". The contradiction existing across the above three rules is easy to detect. 
However, in large rule bases, inferences are often made after processing several rules in 
sequence and it is difficult to detect the inconsistency.
2 .1 .4  Circularity
C ircularity  am ong rules can occur due to difficulty in determ ining the causal 
dependencies among variables. It is often difficult to determine the dependencies between 
two variables w hen both of them have been caused by a third variable. For example 
consider the following rules:
Rule 1: If  disposition of major consumer groups is encouraging
Then commercial viability is optimistic.
Rule 2: If  commercial viability is optimistic
Then disposition of major consumer groups is encouraging.
An extraneous factor such as interest rate can affect both "disposition of m ajor consumer 
groups" and "commercial viability." Therefore both the above rules may be included in the
1 3
rule base due to lack of clear information regarding causal dependencies between the two 
variables. Such circular rules m ust be removed from the rule base as they can cause the 
system to go into an infinite loop.
2 .1 .5  I lie sal Attribute Values
This is an instance of a rule containing an attribute-value pair which is not valid or 
legal. For example, consider the following rule:
Rulel: If  Anticipated Return on Investment is 12%
Then Abandon the Project.
If the attribute "Anticipated Return on Investment" can take on values "High", "Moderate", 
or "Low", then the above is an instance o f an illegal attribute value.
In the existing literature - for example, Ignizio (1991), Chung (1989), Nguyen et al 
(1987) - the above discrepancy has been considered as a feature o f incom pleteness. 
However, it is m ore appropriate to consider this as a consistency problem  since the error 
stems from the fact that the attribute-value pair(s) used in the rule are not consistent with the 
valid list of attribute-value pairs.
2 .2  Errors Affectins Completeness
Rule bases are rendered incomplete due to missing rules. This can manifest in one 
of the following ways:
(a) Deadend Premises
(b) Unreachable Goals
(c) Unreferenced Attribute Values
1 4
2 .2 .1  Deadend Premises
W hen the conclusion o f a rule is neither a final conclusion, nor is part o f the 
condition of some other rule, then that rule constitutes a deadend premise. A likely reason 
for this is a rule which has been missed by the expert during the know ledge elicitation 
stage. For example, consider the following rule:
Rule 1: If  probability of commercial success is low,
Then financial viability is pessimistic.
If there are no rules which have "financial viability is pessimistic" as part of its condition 
and if "financial viability is pessimistic" is not a final conclusion, this is a case of a deadend 
premise.
2 .2 .2  Unreachable Goals
W hen the condition of a rule is neither an input variable, nor a part of conclusion of 
some other rule, then that rule constitutes a unreachable goal. A m issing rule at the 
knowledge elicitation stage can cause such a discrepancy. Consider the following rules. 
Rule 1: IF  Probability of Commercial Success is low
TH EN Profitability is low.
Rule 2: IF  Anticipated Return on Investment is low
TH EN Abandon the project.
The premise of Rule 2 is unachievable without a rule that links the conclusion of the 
first rule to the premise of the second rule such as the following rule.
Rule 3: IF  Profitability is low
THEN Anticipated Return on Investment is low.
1 5
2 .2 .3  Unreferenced Attribute Values
This refers to the absence of any rules containing some valid attribute-value pairs. 
For exam ple, consider an R& D Project E valuation ru le base w here the attribute 
"Anticipated Growth Rate" has the three values High, M oderate, and Low. If the rule base 
does not have any rule pertaining to Anticipated Grow th Rate being M oderate, it is an 
instance of unreferenced attribute value and is indicative of a missing rule containing that 
attribute-value pair.
In addition to the errors discussed, previous studies have identified other errors that 
can appear in a rule base (Ignizio, 1991; Kang and Bahill, 1990; Nazareth, 1989; Suwa et 
al, 1982). Some of these errors are syntactic in nature, and can usually be easily detected 
by the developm ent shell. W e assum e that such errors have been elim inated from the rule 
base before detection o f structural errors. O ther errors have to do with incorrect 
representation of the dom ain know ledge, and cannot be detected w ithout extensive 
interaction with domain experts - these errors are called semantic errors (Nazareth, 1989). 
Such errors are usually identified during the validation stage of the developm ent process, 
and are not addressed in this research.
2 .3  Type 'A' and Type 'Ii' Errors
All of the consistency errors illustrated in Section 2.1 are those that result from 
inferences based on assertions which form the antecedent of one rule in the rule base. 
These assertions could be either sim ple clauses or compound clauses. For instance, in the 
exam ple considered in Section 2.1.3, the assertion o f the antecedent "the likelihood of 
commercial success is 'medium'" leads to a contradiction, since both "continue project" and
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"discontinue project" are concluded. W e classify such errors that are caused when 
antecedents of single rules are instantiated to start the inference process as Type 'A' errors. 
M ost existing verification techniques have focussed on the detection o f errors that result 
from such assertions. In practice, assertions used to trigger the inference mechanism often 
form antecedents for m ultiple rules. For example, consider a rule base with the following 
rules:
Rule 1: IF the likelihood of technical success is high
THEN the R&D project can be completed within three years
Rule 2: IF the likelihood of commercial success is high
THEN Federal grants are not available.
Rule 3: IF the estimated R.O.I is low
THEN Federal grants are not available.
Rule 4: IF the estimated R.O.I is low
THEN do not allocate more personnel.
Rule 5: IF the R&D project can be completed within three years
AND Federal grants are not available
THEN allocate more personnel.
Let both the factors 'the likelihood of high technical success' and 'the likelihood of 
high comm ercial success' be true for a particular project. If  'the estimated R.O.I. is low' is 
not true for the sam e project, then the conclusion 'Allocate m ore personnel' is reached. 
Suppose it is known that both the clauses 'the likelihood of high technical success' and 'the 
estimated R.O.I. is low ' are true for an R&D project. This results in a contradiction since 
both 'Allocate more personnel' and 'Do not allocate more personnel' are concluded by the 
rule base. It is im portant to note that this kind of inconsistency is not detected if
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assertions used to trigger the inference mechanism correspond to antecedents o f single 
rules. Errors that are caused  when antecedents o f several rules are instantiated 
simultaneously are classified as Type 'B' errors.
Detection of Type 'B' errors is a hard problem because o f the following reasons. 
First, the num ber o f d ifferent com binations of variables to be considered can grow 
exponentially in large rule bases. In addition, among the numerous combinations of input 
variables, selection o f valid com binations for testing is difficult. If  input variables are 
considered that cannot occur simultaneously, then spurious errors are likely to be detected. 
For this reason, it is not possible to completely automate the detection of such errors in a 
rule base.
2 .4  Existine Verification Techniques
Existing techniques to verify rule bases can be broadly categorized as follows 
depending on the underlying principle:
(a) Pairwise Check Techniques,
(b) Rule Label Technique, and
(c) Graph-Theoretic Techniques.
2 .4 .1  Pairwise Check Techniques
Suwa, Scott, and Shortliffe (1982) were the first to propose a dom ain independent 
methodology to verify rule bases. In this technique, the checking of rules is done in the 
following way:
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(a) The program finds all the attributes used as conditions of the rules,
(b) Then the program  m akes a table, which displays all possible com binations of 
attributes used as conditions and the corresponding conclusions.
(c) The program checks the table for conflict, redundancy, subsum ption and missing 
rules by performing pairwise checks.
This verification procedure detects contradiction, redundancy and subsumption 
between pairs of rules. It also detects missing rules. The above technique does not detect 
conflicts in chains of rules. Circular rules also go undetected.
Nguyen, Perkins, Laffey, and Pecora (1987) describe an autom ated rule verifier 
called CHECK. In this technique, each IF and THEN clause of every rule in the set is 
com pared against the IF and TH EN  clauses of every other rule in the rule base. The 
com parison of one clause against another results in a label of SAM E, DIFFERENT, 
C O N FL IC T, SU BSET, or SU PER SET being stored in a tw o-dim ensional table 
maintaining the interclause relationships. Unreachable goals are identifiedby finding those 
then clauses which have the different relationshipfor all if  clauses and goals. Dead-end 
premises are identified when the different relationship exists for all conclusions, and the 
attribute these goals and conditions refer to is not askable.
In addition to pairwise checks for redundancy, subsumption and contradiction, this 
technique also detects circular chains m ade up o f pairs o f rules. This verification 
procedure does not detect conflict or redundancies that occur across chains of rules.
Cragun and Steudel (1987) propose a decision-table based m ethod for rule base 
verification. In this technique, the rule base is represented as a decision table with each rule 
requiring one column and each different condition and action requiring one row. Decision 
tables fac ilita te  the testing o f  a set o f rules for con trad iction , redundancy, and
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completeness. Contradiction occurs when the same set of logical conditions satisfy two or 
more different rules that have different actions. Redundancy occurs when the same logical 
conditions satisfy m ore than one rule, but the actions are the same. Com pleteness is 
present when all possible combinations of logic are addressed by by rules in the table. But 
this technique also fails to detect conflicts across chains of rules and circular rule chains.
2 .4 .2  Rule Label Technique
Ginsberg(1987) has proposed a verification scheme based on the principle of truth 
maintenance systems. In this scheme, errors are detected in the following way. To begin 
with, all the rule elem ents are categorized into three m utually exclusive categories viz. 
"findings," "hypotheses," and "default-hypotheses." A finding is any literal that appears 
only on the left hand side of rules and is not the logical negation of a literal on the right 
hand side of any rule. A hypothesis is any literal that either occurs solely on the right hand 
side of rules or on the left hand side of some rules and the right hand side of others. A 
default-hypothesis is any literal that occurs only on the left hand sides of rules and is the 
logical negation of some hypothesis.
After categorizing the rule elements as noted above, all the rules in the knowledge 
base are ordered into levels based on a "depends-on" relationship. An "environment" for a 
hypothesis is defined as the set of findings which conclude that hypothesis. The set of 
m inim al logically consistent environm ents for a hypothesis is called its "label". The 
verification procedure consists of determ ining labels for all the hypotheses (conclusion 
portions of rules) and detecting inconsistencies by comparing the rule labels. Using this 
procedure, G insberg shows how different types of errors may be detected using this
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procedure. His procedure illustrates how the detection of errors due to redundancy and 
contradiction which appear in chains of rules is a computationally hard problem.
2 .4 .3  Graph-Theoretic Techniques
N azareth and Kennedy (1991) have proposed a verification procedure using 
directed graphs. In this representation, each attribute-value pair in the rule base appears as 
a node in the graph. In addition, there is a node associated with every rule in the rule base. 
By using nodes for each rule, the graph displays inference paths in the rule base. For 
example, consider the following rules:
Rule 1. IF  (A = a l)  & (B = b l)  THEN (C = c l)  and
Rule 2. IF (C = c l)  & (D = d l)  THEN (E = e l) .
The digraph representation of the above rules is as shown in Figure 2.1.
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A  = a l B  =  b l
R1
C  = c l D  = d l
R 2
E  =  e l
Figure 2.1 Rule Representation Using Directed Graph 
In this procedure, an initial adjacency matrix is first constructed for the directed 
graph representation. This matrix, called the A matrix shows the dependencies across all 
the attribute-value pairs and the rules in which they appear. W hen this A m atrix is 
m ultiplied by itself it yields a new matrix (A^) which denotes inference paths indicated by 
each rule. By repeating this multiplication process, the inference paths across chains of 
rules are identified. For instance, the matrix A ^ displays inference paths over all sets of
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two rules. This process is continued until more multiplications do not lead to additional 
paths being displayed. The final reachability matrix, T  is obtained by summing all matrices 
(A + A 2  + A 3 + ...).
In this technique, error detection is done in the following way. By inspecting the T  
matrix, we can find out all the conclusions that can be reached starting from an attribute- 
value pair as well as the number of ways it can be reached. Redundancy is indicated when 
the same conclusion can be reached in more than one way. Contradiction is flagged when 
the sam e attribute-value pair leads to m utually exclusive conclusions. However, when 
sim ple nodes are part of a com pound antecedent, the inference paths indicated by this 
scheme are not accurate. This is illustrated below:
Example 1. Rule 1: a l  — > b l
Rule 2: b l + c l — > e l
Rule 3: b l  + d l  — > e2 and e l ,  e2 mutually exclusive.
The directed graph for the above rules is shown in Figure 2.2. W hile there is no 
contradiction inherent in these rules, the matrix operations indicate that both (e l)  and (e2 ) 
are reached from  (a l) , thereby im plying inconsistency. S im ilar spurious errors of 
redundancy are also detected.
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*<£)R2
R3.
Figure 2.2 Directed Graph for Example 1 
Two different verification procedures that model the rule base as a Petri net have 
been proposed. Agarwal and Tanniru (1992) present a verification procedure in which they 
model a Petri net by an incidence matrix. In an incidence matrix, each attribute-pair value 
corresponds to a column and each rule corresponds to a row. If an attribute-value pair is 
present in the condition part of a rule, then a '-1 ' is placed in the corresponding column and 
if it is a conclusion, a '+1' is placed. In order to test the consistency of a new rule being 
added to the rule base, a row vector is constructed for the new rule. An output vector is 
determined from the product of incidence matrix and the transpose of the row vector for the 
new rule. Verification involves the use of the following parameters:
S(i): the total number of attribute-value pairs in rule i,
O(i): the value of row i in the Output Vector.
Tests for redundancy are performed as follows:
If S(i) > O(i) and O(i) = S(k), then the new rule k subsumes rule i,
If  S(i) = O(i) and O(i) < S(k), then rule i subsumes the new rule k,
If S(i) = O(i) = S(k), then rule i redundant to the new rule k.
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W e note that in (Agarwal and Tanniru; 1992), the third condition is given as S(i) = O(i) = 
0(k). This appears to be a m isprint since O(k) is not defined when k is the new rule.
The above procedure fails to detect errors that are caused by inference paths of 
different lengths. For example, consider a rule base with the following three rules:
Example 2 : Rule 1. a l + b l — > e l
Rule 2. a l — > c l
Rule 3. b l — > d l
Let the new rule to be added, Rule 4, be: c l + d l  — > e l.  The addition of this rule results 
in two different paths from (a l, b l )  to (e l). The Incidence M atrix for the first three rules, 
Row Vector for the fourth rule, and the resulting Output vector are shown in Figures 2.3, 
2.4, and 2.5 respectively.
a l b l c l d l e l
Rule 1 -1 -1 0 0 1
Rule 2 -1 0 1 0 0
Rule 3 0 -1 0 1 0
Figure 2.3 Incidence Matrix for Example 1
a l b l c l d l e l
Rule 4 0 0 -1 -1 1
Figure 2.4 Row Vector for Rule 4
1
-1
- 1
Figure 2.5 Output Vector
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In this example, we have:
S ( l)  = 3; S(2) = 2; S(3) = 2; S(4) = 3
0 ( 1 ) =  1; 0 (2 ) = -1; 0 (3 )  = -1
Examining the above values, we find that none of the conditions for redundancy are 
m et in this example, although there are two different paths from  (a l ,b l )  to (e l). In this 
Petri Net-based scheme, conflicts are detected by replacing the conclusion of a rule by one 
of its m utually  exclusive outcom es and then perform ing  tests for redundancy. 
Consequently, the algorithm is also unable to detect conflicts that occur due to paths of 
different lengths.
Nazareth (1993) has proposed a different Petri N et approach. A special type of 
representation is used which accurately represents the conclusion o f a rule after its firing.
Firing Node
A = a l
B = b l
Figure 2.6 Rule Representation Before Firing of Rule 
For example, consider the rule IF (A = a l)  and (B = b l)  THEN (C = c l) . It is represented 
as shown in Figure 2.6.
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Firing Node
A = a l
B = b l
Figure 2.7. Resultant State After Firing of Rule.
The nodes corresponding to the conclusions that are m utually  exclusive are 
connected to 'integrity constraint' nodes.
The error detection procedure in the above scheme works in the following way. 
The verification procedure starts with a given set o f 'markings' which corresponds to the 
attribute-value pairs of the rules that are being fired simultaneously. Based on these initial 
markings, the conclusions which can be reached by each attribute-value pair as well as the 
transitions needed are determined. If the same conclusion is reached via two different sets 
of transitions, it indicates redundancy. The procedure incorporates a dum m y "integrity 
constraint" node which is asserted when two or more m utually exclusive attribute-value 
pairs are concluded. These integrity constraint nodes are utilized to detect contradiction.
The Petri Net representation for the rules in Example 1 are shown in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8 Petri Net Representation for Example 1 
W hile the the Petri net representation itse lf is accurate, the associated matrix 
operations indicate spurious paths much like the directed graph approach. As noted by 
Nazareth, these spurious paths are indicated since the matrix operations do not check if a 
transition is enabled prior to being fired [Nazareth (1993), pp. 406]. In Example 1, if a l is 
the only observed variable and we wish to identify reachabilities using all possible rules, 
the procedure would indicate two paths to II , thereby indicating contradiction.
CHAPTER 3 
DIRECTED HYPERGRAPHS
The flexibility  and com pactness o f representation, coupled w ith the ability to 
analyze connectivity, makes graphical representation of rules well suited for verification of 
ru le-based  system s. In the ex isting  verification  techniques based on graphical 
representation (Nazareth and Kennedy, 1991; Agarwal and Tanniru, 1992; Nazareth, 1993) 
each attribute-value pair is considered as a separate node. B ut there is no special 
representation to capture a group of attribute-value pairs which form an antecedent of a 
rule. W hen d ifferen t rules share com m on attribu te-value pairs, the single node 
representation cannot capture the dependencies accurately.
W e have developed a graphical representation schem e based on hypergraphs 
(Berge, 1989) which accurately represent all the dependencies across simple and compound 
clauses in a rule base. In our directed hypergraph representation of rule bases, we use 
simple and com pound nodes to represent sim ple and compound clauses respectively. A 
com pound node is m erely a collection o f sim ple nodes. How ever, by including such 
compound nodes, we can clearly represent the dependencies across a compound antecedent 
clause and a conclusion clause.
In this chapter, we introduce directed hypergraphs and provide the im portant 
notation and definitions that we use. An adjacency matrix representation for the directed 
hypergraph is discussed, and som e special m atrix operations used in the verification 
procedure are defined. Finally, the verification algorithm is presented.
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3 .1  Directed Hvpereraph Representation
The main reason for using hypergraphs is that com pound clauses in rules can be 
explicitly represented by such graphs w ithout recourse to contrived representations (as is 
the case in simple graphical structures). In our directed hypergraph representation, simple 
and com pound clauses in a rule base are represented as sim ple and com pound nodes, 
respectively. Thus, a node is com pound if it consists o f a conjunction of two or more 
attribute-value pairs. A rule is represented as a directed arc across nodes (sim ple or 
compound as the case may be) that correspond to its antecedent and conclusion clauses. 
The direction of the arc is determined by the causality implied by the rule. W e illustrate the 
directed hypergraph representation using the following rules:
Rule 1: IF the likelihood of technical success is high
AND the likelihood of commercial success is high
THEN the R&D project can be completed within three years
Rule 2: IF the likelihood of technical success is high
AND the likelihood of commercial success is high
THEN Federal grants are available .
Rule 3: IF the R&D project can be completed within three years
AND Federal grants are available
THEN continue the p ro jec t.
Rule 4: IF Federal grants are available
THEN allocate more personnel.
The directed hypergraph representation for the above rules is shown in Figure 3.1.
3 0
R2Rl
R3 R4
Cont. 
Proj .
Alloc.
More
V P ers/'
C om pl' 
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Fed.
Grants
'\A vail!'
High 
Tech. 
Succ v
High 
Comm. 
Succ.
Fig. 3.1 Directed Hypergraph for Rules 1 through 4 
Since the condition clause of Rule 1 consists of two attribute-value pairs, the rule is 
represented by a directed arc from a com pound node (corresponding to the compound 
condition clause High Technical Success AND High Commercial Success) to a simple node 
(corresponding to the rule's conclusion Completed Within 3 Years). Such a straightforward 
representation is not possible when simple graphs are used.
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The attribute-values that are inferred when the premise of a rule is known to be true 
can be determined from the hypergraph by identifying those nodes that can be reached by 
following the directed arcs. Thus, feasible inference paths from  one set of clauses to 
another are indicated by the reachability across the corresponding nodes in the hypergraph.
3.2 N o ta tio n  a n d  D e fin itio n s
The directed hypergraph representation that we use is a variation of hypergraphs as 
discussed by Berge (1989). W e provide a form al definition o f the different terms and 
notations that are used in the verification procedure. The notation allows us to provide a 
concise and accurate representation of the dependencies in the rule base.
Rule: Rules are represented sym bolically  as follows. Each attribute-value pair is 
represented by a low er case alphabet indicating an attribute and a numeric digit indicating 
the value for that attribute. Thus, an attribute P w ith three legal values would be 
represented as p i ,  p2 and p3. The rule: IF (P  = p i )  & (Q = q2) TH E N (R  = r3) is denoted 
as: p i + q2 — > r3. Using this notation, the four rules in Section 3.1 can be represented as 
follows:
Rule 1: a l + b l — > c l
Rule 2: a l + b l — > d l
Rule 3: c l  + d l — > e l
Rule 4: d l — > f l
The symbols a l , b l , c l , d l , e l  and f l refer to the attribute-value pairs in the corresponding 
rules.
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R2
R4R3
Figure 3.2 Directed Hypergraph For Rules in Symbolic Form 
Figure 3.2 shows the directed hypergraph for the rules in their symbolic form. At times, 
for the sake o f compactness, we also use the form < a l,b l ;  c l>  to represent a rule. This is 
particularly useful when an entire inference path is to be represented.
H ypernode : Each node corresponding to either the condition clause or the conclusion 
clause of a rule is called a hypemode. A hypernode is a simple node if it comprises a single 
attribute-value pair. It is a com pound node  if it consists of two or more attribute-value 
pairs. W e refer to a hypem ode by either using the attribute-value(s) of the corresponding 
clause, or an uppercase character with an underscore. For example, Rule 1 above can be 
written as <U;V>, where U = ( a l .b l )  and V = (c l). In order to differentiate between a 
sim ple and a com pound node, we sometim es use lowercase and uppercase characters to
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denote each, respectively. In that case, Rule 1 is written as <U;v> where U = (a l ,b l)  and 
v = (c l).
Hyperpath: A hyperpath is a collection of rules that comprises the inference path from one 
hypernode to som e o ther hypernode (we use the term  p a th  in terchangeab ly  with 
hyperpath). A hyperpath is uniquely identified by specifying the originating and terminal 
hypernodes, and the collection of rules that com prises the hyperpath. For exam ple, in 
Figure 3.2, the inference path between ( a l ,b l )  and ( f l)  can be written as P { a l,b  1 ;f 1 \ 
< a l,b l;  d l> , <d 1 ;f 1 >}. The notation specifies that the hyperpath with the originating and 
terminal hypernodes as indicated consists of the arcs that correspond to the rules < a l,b l;  
d l>  and < d l;f l> . W e wish to point out that it is necessary to provide all of the above 
inform ation to identify  a hyperpath uniquely (which we call a d istinc t hyperpath). 
Providing only the originating and terminal hypemodes is not enough because there may be 
multiple inference paths (through different rules) between them. Providing only the rules is 
also not adequate, because the sam e set of rules can be used to represent hyperpaths with 
different originating hypernodes. Thus, in Figure 2, the two hyperpaths P { c l ,d l; f l  \ 
< d l;f l> }  and P { d l;f l  \  < d l;f l> }  have the same rule set. W e consider these two paths as 
distinct because the originating hypernodes are different. This allows us to easily detect 
errors that result from  different paths, when the originating hypernode o f one path 
subsum es the originating hypernode o f another path. Since the representation for a 
hyperpath can consist of a large num ber of rules, we use a shorthand notation consisting of 
only the originating and term inal hypernodes in those cases where there is no ambiguity 
associated with that representation. In such cases, the hyperpath from (a l ,b l)  to (fl)  
would be represented as P{ a l,b  1 ;f 1}. In general, the hyperpath between a hypernode U to 
a hypemode V is denoted as P{U;V} when rules are not being specified.
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An important implication of having compound nodes in a hyperpath is that there can 
be more than one sequence in which the rules may be fired to reach the terminal hypemode. 
Thus, there may be multiple sequences in which the rules may appear in the hyperpath. In 
Figure 2, the hyperpath between the two com pound nodes (a l,b  1) and ( c l ,d l )  can be 
w ritten as e ither P { a l ,b l ; c l ,d l  \  < a l ,b l ;c l> ,< a l ,b l ;d l> }  or as P { a l ,b l ; c l ,d l  \ 
< a l ,b l ;d l> ,< a l ,b l;c l> } . This can be confusing when the inference chain consists of a 
large number of rules that are interdependent. The actual sequence in which rules are fired 
will depend on the control strategy of the inference engine that is used. In order to make 
our notation im plem entation independent, we use the notion of a segm ent to identify the 
logical sequence o f rules that constitutes a hyperpath. For the sake o f illustration, we 
assume the following: ( 1) rules are fired using forward chaining, and (2 ) when one or more 
attribute-values are known, then the inference mechanism examines every rule in each pass 
of the rule base (thus, multiple rules may be fired in each pass of the rule base). W ith this 
scenario in mind, we define the first segment of a hyperpath as those rules in the inference 
path that are fired in the first pass, when the attribute-value(s) of the originating hypernode 
is (are) known to be true. The next segm ent corresponds to those rules in the inference 
path that are fired when the conclusions of the first segment are added to the set of known 
assertions, and so on. Thus, each hyperpath can be viewed as an ordered sequence of 
segments, with rules in a segment being fired in the same pass of the rule base. If  the rules 
< a l ,b l ;c l>  and < a l ,b l ;d l>  are part of the sam e segm ent, then we denote them as: 
« < a l,b l ;c l> , < a l,b l ;d l> » . Thus, if we wish to explicitly identify each segm ent when 
representing the hyperpath P { a l ,b l ; e l }, we denote it as: P { a l ,b l ;e l  \  « < a l,b l ;c l> , 
< a l,b l;d l> » , « < c l,d l;  e l> »} . The order of rules within each segm ent is not important.
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However, the order of each segm ent is important and helps identify the flow of reasoning 
in an inference path. W e should note that the assum ption of forw ard chaining is used 
m erely to help define a segm ent, and does not in any way restrict the actual inference 
engine that is used in practice.
The verification problem for rule bases is complicated by the presence of compound 
clauses in rules, and hence compound nodes that appear in an inference path. In order to 
identify the im pact of such nodes in a clear fashion, we classify hyperpaths into two 
categories, sim ple pa ths  and stric t hyperpaths. A path from U to V is sim ple  if every 
segm ent of the path has exactly one rule, and the first rule has U as the condition clause 
(i.e., the condition part of the rule in the first segment includes the entire set U and not a 
subset of U). Since we have assumed that all the rules are in unitized form, all intermediate 
nodes in a simple path are necessarily simple nodes. The path P { a l ,b l ; f l } in Figure 3.2 is 
a simple path, and is written as SP { a l ,b l ;f l  \  « < a l,b l;d l> » , « < d l; fl> » } . A path from 
U to V is a strict hyperpath  if  one of the following two conditions hold: (1) at least one 
segment of the path has two or more rules; or (2) the rule in the first segm ent has U' A U 
as the condition clause (i.e. the condition part of the rule in the first segm ent is a proper 
subset of U). For exam ple, the hyperpath P { a l ,b l ; e l } is a strict hyperpath due to 
condition (1), and is written as H P { a l ,b l ;e l \« < a l,b l ;c l> ,< a l ,b l;d l> » , «<c 1 ,d 1 ;e 1 >»}. 
The path P {c 1 ,d 1; f l } is a strict hyperpath due to condition (2) and is written as H P { c l,d l; 
f l \  «< d l;fl> »} .
The notion of a segm ent also allows us to identify the subpaths that m ake up a 
complete hyperpath. For example, the hyperpath P { a l ,b l;e l \  « < a l,b l ;c l> ,< a l ,b l;d l> » , 
« < c l,d l;e  1 >»} has a subpath from  ( a l ,b l )  to ( c l ,d l )  which is the strict hyperpath 
H P { a l ,b l ;c l ,d l \  « < a l,b l;c l> ,< a l,b l;d l> » } , and a subpath from (c 1 ,d 1) to (e l)  which is
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the sim ple path S P { c l ,d l;e l \  « < c l,d l;e l> » } . W hen checking for errors that show up 
over a chain of rules, we essentially need to consider those paths that end in a sim ple node 
(since the rule base is assumed to be unitized, existence o f a path to a compound node 
necessarily implies the existence of paths to each component of the compound node). For 
this reason, when looking for errors, we examine strict hyperpaths that end in a single 
node. The last segment of such strict hyperpaths consist of a single rule. This implies that 
the sub path of a strict hyperpath, that is obtained by dropping the last segm ent of the 
hyperpath, m ust be a strict hyperpath by itself (the subpath could end in either a simple or a 
compound node). Subsequently, we use this property to identify the strict hyperpaths that 
exist in the rule base.
Length o f  a pa th : W e define the length of an inference path as the num ber of segments that 
constitutes the path. Thus, in Figure 3.2, P { a l ,b l ; e l } is of length 2, while P { a l,b l;  
c l , d l } is of length 1. The length of the path indicates the maximum num ber of times the 
inference m echanism  m ay need to exam ine the rule base in order to establish all the 
attribute-value pairs in the term inal hypernode when the attribute-value pairs in the 
originating hypernode are asserted to be true.
3.3 The Adjacency Matrix and Matrix Operations
W e use an adjacency matrix representation of the directed hypergraph to perform 
the verification checks for a rule base. In addition to standard matrix operations such as 
matrix m ultiplication, matrix addition, and matrix subtraction, we also use two special 
operations that we call Colum n Revision and Row Revision. O ur definitions for the 
adjacency matrix and the special operations are provided below:
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Adjacency M atrix : The adjacency matrix of a directed hypergraph is a square matrix, A, 
which has a row and a colum n for each hypernode in the hypergraph. If  there is an arc 
from a hypernode U to a hypernode V , then the corresponding entry in the matrix, 
A [U ,V ], takes on the value 1. I f  there is no such arc then A [U ,V ] takes on the value 0. 
Thus, the adjacency m atrix displays all sim ple paths o f length 1 in the rule base. The 
directed hypergraph in Figure 3.2 has an adjacency matrix A as shown in Figure 3.3.
a l .b l  c l ,d l  c l__________d l__________el__________ fl
a l ,b l 1 1
c l ,d l 1
c l
d l 1
e l
f l
Figure 3.3 Adjacency Matrix for the Example Hypergraph
Since each hypernode corresponds to either an antecedent or a conclusion of a rule, 
the maximum size the adjacency matrix can have is 2 n x  2 n, where n is the number of rules 
in the rule base. However, hypernodes com m on to several rules typically reduce the 
num ber o f rows and colum ns that are required. For exam ple, there are six rows and 
columns in the adjacency m atrix in Figure 3.3, even though there are four rules. This is 
because the hypernode ( a l ,b l )  is a com m on antecedent for two rules and (d l)  is a 
conclusion of one rale and an antecedent of another rule. Since rules are in their unitized 
form, there m ust be a unique row and column for every attribute-value pair corresponding 
to interm ediate and output variables. W e also note that rows/colum ns corresponding to 
compound nodes are included in the matrix only if  the compound node corresponds to a
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com pound antecedent for a rule. Subsequently, rows corresponding to com pound nodes 
must have at least one non-zero entry.
Column Revision (C R ) O peration: The colum n revision (CR) operation establishes the 
reachability from a compound node to a sim ple node when any subset o f the compound 
node has a path to the sim ple node. Consider the adjacency m atrix shown in Figure 3.3. 
W hile the matrix shows that node ( fl)  can be reached from node (d l), it does not show that 
( f l)  can be reached from the hypernode (c l ,d l ) .  This reachability  is im portant for 
detecting errors in the rule base, and is captured in the adjacency matrix by the Column 
Revision operation. Formally, the CR operation for a matrix M  is defined as follows:
CR (M [U , V]) = M [U , Vj + X M [U ',V ]  V U 'c U .
Thus, if  M [U , V] = 0 and M [U ', VJ = 1, where U ' c  U, then after colum n revision, we 
have M [U , V] = 1, indicating that V can be reached from U. If there is a path from U to V 
as well as a path from a subset o f U to V then it results in the entry M [U , V] = 2 thereby 
indicating m ultiple paths from U to V. The matrix CR(A), obtained after performing the 
Colum n Revision operation on matrix A (of Figure 3.3) is as shown in Figure 3.4. The 
reachability established by column revision is indicated by a highlighted entry.
a l .b l  c l ,d l  c l_________ d l__________e l__________fl
a l ,b l 1 1
c l ,d l i a
cl
d l i
e l
f l
Figure 3.4 Adjacency Matrix for the Directed Hypergraph after Column Revision
Row Revision (R R ) O peration: The Row Revision operation establishes the reachability 
from an originating hypemode to a terminal hypernode that is a compound node, when the 
originating hypem ode has a path to each com ponent (attribute-value pair) of the terminal 
hypemode. The Row Revision operation for a matrix M  is defined as follows:
RR (M[U, VI) = M [U, V]+rii M [IL  vj] s.t. U j  vj = V.
The adjacency matrix in Figure 3 fails to show that the com pound node (c 1 ,d 1) can be 
reached from (a l ,b l ) ,  although it shows that the two sim ple nodes (c l)  and (d l)  can be 
reached from  (a l ,b l ) .  After perform ing Row Revision on matrix A , we get RR(A) as 
shown in Figure 3.5. New reachabilities established by Row Revision are highlighted in 
the matrix. The product operator helps ensure that if there are m ultiple paths from the 
originating hypernode U to one or more components of the terminal hypem ode V, then all
the distinct paths from U to V are reflected in the revised matrix.
a l .b l  c l ,d l  c l d l e l fl
a l ,b l a i i
c l ,d l i
c l
d l i
e l
f l
Figure 3.5 Adjacency Matrix for the Directed Hypergraph after Row Revision
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3.4 Procedure to Perform Checks
The basic idea behind our procedure is to accurately identify all simple paths and 
strict hyperpaths, and then exam ine them for om issions and errors. Paths consisting of 
more than one segment are detected using matrix multiplication. All feasible reachabilities 
are established using the defined or standard m atrix operations. To illustrate how the 
algorithm works, we provide the following notation for the different matrices that are used 
in the verification process.
A: The adjacency matrix for the hypergraph.
A1: Displays sim ple paths of length i. For exam ple, A 3 displays all sim ple pa ths  of
length exactly three. Note that A 1 = A.
Aj: Displays strict hyperpaths o f length i that end in sim ple nodes. Therefore, A 3
displays all strict hyperpaths of length exactly three.
Bj: Displays all simple paths and strict hyperpaths o f length < i ending in simple nodes.
Cj: Displays all simple paths and strict hyperpaths of length < i ending in simple as well
as compound nodes.
Dj: Displays only strict hyperpaths of length i ending in either sim ple or compound
nodes.
A ll o f these m atrices are o f the sam e size as the adjacency m atrix for the 
hypergraph. The notation we have used makes it easy to detect errors that exist in a rule 
base. For example, if  an entry in matrix Bi has a value greater than 1, then it indicates 
multiple paths across the hypernodes associated with the colum n and row of the matrix. 
Since all hyperpaths (sim ple paths and strict hyperpaths) of length greater than one 
comprise hyperpaths of sm aller lengths, the algorithm we use is iterative in nature, i.e. we
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first determine all hyperpaths of length one, and then use them to determ ine hyperpaths of 
length two, etc. The algorithm halts when no additional paths can be detected. In addition 
to the above m atrices, we use a list, called the C ircular Path List, where we store the 
hypernodes that form both the originating and term inal nodes for a circular hyperpath. 
W hen circular paths show up in the above matrices, they result in infinite path lengths, and 
the halting condition in the algorithm is never satisfied. In order to avoid such situations, 
occurrences of circular paths are eliminated from the matrices themselves and stored in the 
C ircular Path List. For expositional purposes, we nevertheless indicate them  in the 
matrices using an asterisk (*). Thus, an asterisk in a matrix indicates the presence of a 
circular path; however, it is treated as a zero for matrix computations such as multiplication, 
addition, etc.
The hyperpaths that end in sim ple nodes are adequate for detecting all errors of 
interest. Thus, we can detect all the anomalies from the Bi matrix that is obtained after the 
longest inference path has been identified. However, to establish the existence of strict 
hyperpaths of length i, we need to establish all hyperpaths of length i-1 that end in either 
simple or compound nodes. Thus, in order to obtain the final Bi that is required to check 
for errors, we need to evaluate Cj and Dj for all j < i. W e first present the algorithm that is 
used to generate the different matrices, and then discuss the tests that are used to detect each 
type of error.
Verification Algorithm 
Step 1: Initialize i = 1 
Bj =CR(A!)
C i =RR(B!)
D i = C i  - A 1 
Step 2: W hile + Aj ^  0 do steps 3 - 9  
Step 3: Set i = i + 1 
Step 4: A i = A i - l¥ A
If an elem ent A i |U , VI > 1, and U V. then include P{U ;V } in the 
Circular Path List and reset Ai [U,V] = 0 
Step 5: Aj = Dj_j ¥ A
If an elem ent Aj [U,V] > 1, and U V then include P{U;V} in the Circular 
Path List and reset Ai [U,V] = 0 
Step 6 : If A^ + Aj = 0, go to Step 10 
Step 7: B{ = Ai + Aj + Bj_]
Step 8 : C j = RR(Bj)
Step 9: Dj = C j - C i_ i  - A 1 
Step 10: Examine A and Bj for errors
The incom pleteness errors, deadend prem ises  and unreachable goals, can be 
detected from the adjacency matrix A itself, and could be performed before the algorithm is 
executed. All of the other errors are detected by inspecting the final Bj matrix. W e present
the im portant results in the form o f the following propositions and corollaries, proofs of 
which are provided in the next section.
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P roposition 1 : If  there are k  d istinct paths of length < i from a hypernode (sim ple or 
compound) U to a sim ple node v, then Bj[U,v] = k.
Corollary 1 : I f  B j[U , v] > 1, then there potentially exists a redundant rule, or, a chain of
redundant rules, from U to v in the rule base.
Corollary 2 : If  Bj[U , v] > 1, B j[U , w] > 1, and v and w  are
mutually exclusive, then the rule sets that comprise P{U; v} and P{U; w} are conflicting. 
Corollary 3 a : If  an elem ent A 1 [U,V] > 1, and U d V ,  then the rules that com prise the 
path(s) P{U;V} are circular.
Corollary 3 b : I f  an elem ent A i [U,V] > 1, and U □  V, then the rules that com prise the 
path(s) P{U;V} are circular.
Proposition  2 : If every elem ent o f a row in matrix A is zero, the row does not correspond 
to a goal variable, and the corresponding node is not a subset of a compound node, then it 
indicates a deadend premise.
Proposition 3 : If every element o f a column in matrix A is zero, the column corresponds to 
a simple node, and the column does not correspond to an input variable, then it indicates an 
unreachable goal.
3 .5  P r o o f  o f  C orrectness
The correctness of the verification algorithm based on the directed hypergraph is 
shown by proving the following propositions:
P roposition  1 : If there are k d istinct paths of length < i from  a hypernode (sim ple or 
compound) U to a simple node v, then Bj[U, v] = k.
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Proof: In order to prove the above proposition, we need to show that the matrices A 1, Ai, 
Bi, C i, and Dj will display the sim ple and strict hyperpaths as defined in Section 3.4. The 
proof is by induction. First, we prove the proposition for i = 1 and i = 2. Then we show 
that if  the proposition is true for any arbitrary i-1, then it is also true for i.
Let k j(X , Y) be the num ber of d istinct paths of length < i from a hypernode X to a 
hypernode Y;
ksi(X> Y) be the number of distinct simple paths of length = i from X to Y; and 
khi(X> X) be the number o f distinct strict hyperpaths of length = i from X to Y.
a. Paths o f length 1
Paths of length 1 can be categorized as (i) simple paths of length 1, and (ii) strict 
hyperpaths of length 1. W e show that the matrices A, B i, C j ,  and D j are as defined.
A: Simple paths o f  length 1
W e assum e that duplicate rules are elim inated before any additional checks are 
performed. A path of length 1 is simple if and only if it corresponds to a single rule in the 
rule base. By definition, all such rules are displayed as entries in the adjacency matrix A.
B i : Simple and strict hyperpaths o f  length 1 ending in simple nodes
A strict hyperpath of length 1 can exist from a compound node U to a simple node v 
if and only if  there exists a rule U ' — > v where U' A U. The colum n revision operation 
establishes the reachability from a compound node to a simple node when any subset of the 
compound node has a path to the sim ple node. Since B ] is obtained after performing a 
column revision on A i, B i contains all strict hyperpaths of length 1 from compound nodes 
to sim ple nodes. All simple paths in A are also preserved in B i .  Therefore, B i[U , v] =
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k s |(U ,v )  + k h jG L v) = k i(U ,v ). Since A[U, W] = 0 where W  is a com pound node, and 
column revision does not affect such entries, we have B i[U , W] = 0 for all such W.
C l: Simple and strict hyperpaths o f  length 1 ending in simple or compound nodes
C l is obtained by performing a row revision on B i . Row revision establishes the 
reachability to a com pound node when each com ponent sim ple node is reached from a 
hypernode. The num ber of paths established is the product of the num ber of paths to the 
com ponent sim ple nodes. For exam ple, this num ber is zero if at least one constituent 
simple node is not reached by the originating hypernode, and is one if all the constituent 
sim ple nodes are reached uniquely. Since all the paths in B i  are also retained in C l ,  it 
follows that C i[U , V] = k i(U , V), where V could be either a sim ple node or a compound 
node.
D i: Strict hyperpaths o f  length 1 ending in simple or compound nodes
D l is obtained by subtracting A from C l. This ensures that only strict hyperpaths 
of length 1 (ending in sim ple o r compound nodes) are displayed in D i ,  i.e. D i[U , V] = 
k h  IC I L Y ) .
b. Paths of length < 2
Paths of length < 2 can be categorized as (i) Paths of length 1, (ii) Simple paths of 
length 2, and (iii) Strict hyperpaths of length 2.
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A^: Simple paths o f  length 2
A simple path of length 2 from U to v is formed whenever a simple path of length 1
that ends in v has its antecedent reached from U through a sim ple path o f length 1. Since
rules are unitized, the general form of such a path is {U, v \ «<U, x>», «<x, v>»}. Thus,
if x is an interm ediate node in a path from U to v, it implies that A [U , x] =1 and A[x, v] 
=1. These terms will contribute 1 to the value of A ^fU , v], If  there are k^OLL v) simple
paths of length 2 from U to v then each such path m ust traverse through a distinct simple
node (since duplicate rules are not allowed). Therefore, after m ultiplying A with itself, we 
have a 2[U, v ] = k ^ G L  v). W e also have A^JTJ, W] = 0 where W  is a com pound node,
since A does not include paths ending in compound nodes.
A 2 : Strict hyperpaths o f  length 2 ending in simple nodes
The last segment of a strict hyperpath o f length 2 that ends in a simple node must be
a sim ple path o f length 1. From this it follows that the first segm ent m ust be a strict
hyperpath of length 1. The antecedent of the last segment can be either a sim ple node or a
compound node.
Case 1: Simple Node Antecedent
In this case, the general form of the path is {U, v \ «<U', x>», «<x, v>»}, where
U' A U and x is a simple node. If  x is an intermediate node in one or more strict hyperpaths 
from U to v then D i[U , x] = kh^(U , x) > 1 and A[x, v] = 1. These entries will contribute
kh^GI, x) strict hyperpaths to A 2 [U, v] (since A 2  is obtained by m ultiplying D i by A).
Let there be r  strict hyperpaths from U to v where the intermediate node is a sim ple node. 
Further, let these hyperpaths pass through q distinct interm ediate nodes xm , m =l,...,q .
A I
q
Then A [x m ,v] is equal to 1 for all such xm > and r = k j j^ U ,  xm ). As a result of
m = l
multiplying D i by A, r will be the contribution to A 2 HLV] of strict hyperpaths with simple 
intermediate nodes.
Case 2: Compound Node Antecedent
In this case, the first segment of such a hyperpath must be a strict hyperpath from U 
to some com pound node X ,  and the last segm ent is a simple path from X  to the simple 
node v. Let there be t  strict hyperpaths from U to v where the interm ediate node is a 
com pound node, which pass through s distinct interm ediate nodes X m ,  m =l,...,s . Then
s
A [X m ,v] is equal to 1 for all such X m , and t = ^  k^C LL X m )- Therefore, after
m = l
m ultiplying D i  by A , t will be the contribution to A 2 [U,v] o f strict hyperpaths with
compound intermediate nodes.
As a result, A 2 HJ, v] = r+t, which is the total number of strict hyperpaths of length 
2 from U to v. Once again, A 2 [U, W] = 0 where W is a compound node, since A[-, W] 
=0 for all such W.
B 2 : Simple and  strict hyperpaths o f  length <2 ending in simple nodes
W e have B 2 [U, v] = A 2 [U, vj + A 2 [U, v] + B j [U, vj
= kS2 (U, v) + kh 2 (U, v) + k!(SL v)
= k2 (U, v) where v is a simple node; 
and, B 2 [U, W] = A 2 [U, W] + A 2 [U, W] + B 1 [U, W] = 0 where W  is a compound 
node.
Therefore, the matrix B 2  is as defined.
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C 2 -' Simple and strict hyperpaths o f  length < 2 ending in simple or compound nodes
C 2  is obtained by perform ing a row revision on B 2 - Thus, reachabilities to 
compound nodes are also captured in C 2 - W e note that since all reachabilities in B i are 
included in B 2 , the hyperpaths o f length 1 that end in compound nodes are also retained.
D 2 : Strict hyper paths o f  length 2 ending in simple or compound nodes
D 2  is obtained by subtracting C l (simple and strict hyperpaths of length 1 ending 
in sim ple and com pound nodes) and A 2 (simple paths of length 2) from C 2 (simple and 
strict hyperpaths o f length < 2 ending in sim ple or compound nodes). This ensures that 
only strict hyperpaths o f length 2  ending in simple or compound nodes are displayed in 
I>2
c. Paths of Length < i
W e show that if A * '!, A j . j ,  B j_ i, C j . j ,  and Dj_i are as defined, then our matrix 
operations ensure that the m atrices A*, A j, B j, C j, and D j are also as defined. Paths of 
length < i can be categorized as: (i) Paths of length < (i-1); (ii) Simple paths of length i; and 
(iii) Strict hyperpaths of length i.
A1: Simple paths o f  length i
A sim ple path of length i from U to v is formed whenever a sim ple path of length 1
that ends in v has its antecedent reached from U through a simple path of length (i-1). If x 
is a penultim ate interm ediate node of one or m ore such paths, then A ^ m ,  x] = k s-_j(U,
x) > 1 and A[x, v] = 1. Let the ks -(U,v) sim ple paths of length i from U to v pass through
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s distinct penultim ate interm ediate nodes xm , m =l,...,s . Then, A [xm ,v] is equal to 1 for
S
all such xm , and k s -(U, v) = ^  ks - j(U , xm ). It follows that A i[U , v] = ks -(U, v). Note
m=l
that A ^U , W] = 0 where W  is a compound node since A[-,W] = 0 for all such W.
Aj: Strict hyperpaths o f  length i ending in simple nodes
The last segment of a strict hyperpath of length i that ends in a simple node must be 
a simple path of length 1. The subpath leading to the last segment of such a strict hyperpath 
must be a strict hyperpath of length i-1. The antecedent of the last segment is either a simple 
node or a compound node.
Case 1: Simple Node Antecedent
If x is a simple penultimate node in one or more strict hyperpaths from U to v, then 
we have D j-i[U , x] = khj_^(U, x) > 1 and A[x, v] = 1. These entries will contribute khj_
I (U, x) strict hyperpaths to A i[U, v] (since A i is obtained by multiplying D i-1  by A). Let
there be r strict hyperpaths from U to v where the penultim ate node is a sim ple node. 
Further, let these hyperpaths pass through q  distinct interm ediate nodes xm , m =l,...,q .
q
Then A [x m ,v] is equal to 1 for all such xm , and r = ^  kjj. j(U , xm ). As a result of
m = l
m ultiplying D i_i by A, r will be the contribution to A j[U ,v] o f strict hyperpaths with 
simple intermediate nodes.
Case 2: Compound Node Antecedent
For a strict hyperpath from U to v that falls in this category, the last segm ent is a 
simple path from a compound node X to the simple node v. The subpath leading to the last
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segm ent is a strict hyperpath of length i-1 from U to the penultim ate com pound node X. 
Let there be t  strict hyperpaths from U to v o f length i where the penultim ate intermediate 
node is a compound node. Let these hyperpaths pass through s distinct penultim ate nodes
s
X m , m = l,...,s . Then, A [X m ,v] is equal to 1 for all such X m , and t = ^  k ^  j(U ,
m = l
Xm). Therefore, after m ultiplying D j-j by A, t  will be the contribution to Aj[U,v] of strict
hyperpaths with compound intermediate nodes.
As a result, Aj[U, v] = r+t, which is the total num ber of strict hyperpaths of length
i from U to v. Once again, A j[U, W] = 0 where W  is a compound node, since A[-,W] = 0
for all such W.
Bj: Simple and strict hyperpaths o f  length <2 ending in simple nodes
We have Bj[U, v] = A i[U , v] +  Aj[U, v] + Bj_ j [U, v]
= ksjOL v) + kh i(U, v) + k j^ O L  v)
= ki(U, v) where v is a simple node; 
and Bj[U , W] = Ai[U, W] + Aj[U, W] + B j. i [U, W] = 0 where W  is a compound 
node.
Therefore, the matrix Bj is as defined.
Cj: Simple and strict hyperpaths o f  length < i ending in simple or compound nodes
C j is obtained by perform ing a row  revision on B j, and therefore includes all 
reachabilities to compound nodes as well. Since Bj includes all reachabilities indicated in 
B ] , ..., B j- j, all hyperpaths of length less than i are also included.
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Di: Strict hyperpaths o f  length i ending in simple or compound nodes
D i is obtained by subtracting C i- i  and A* from C i, so it follows that only strict 
hyperpaths of length i ending in simple or compound nodes are displayed in Dp 
Therefore, by induction, the proposition is true for all i. •
Corollary 1 : If Bj[U , v] > 1, then there potentially exists a redundant rule, or a chain of 
redundant rules, from U to v in the rule base.
Proof: Bi[U, v] > 1 indicates that there are multiple paths from U to v, which indicates the 
potential existence of a redundant rule or a chain of redundant rules. •
Corollary 2 : If  B i[U , v] > 1, B i[U , w] > 1, and v and w are m utually exclusive, then 
the rule sets that comprise P{U; v} and P{U; w} are conflicting.
P roof: From Proposition 3 it follows that both v and w are reached from U, indicating
contradiction. •
Corollary 3 a : If  A i[U , V] > 1 and U □  V, then the rule sets that com prise the path(s) 
P{U; V} are circular.
Proof: From Proposition 3, it follows that A i[U , V] > 1 implies the existence of one or 
more sim ple paths o f length i from U to V. Hence, if U □  V, it indicates that a path exists 
from a hypernode to some subset of itself, implying circularity. •
Corollary 3 b : If  A i[U , V] > 1 and U 2  V, then the rules that com prise the path(s)
P{U; V} are circular.
Proof: A i[U , V] > 1 implies the existence of a strict hyperpath of length i from U to V, 
indicating circularity if  U 3  V. •
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P ro p o sitio n  2 : If  every elem ent in a row in m atrix A is zero, the row does not 
correspond to a goal variable, and the corresponding node is not a subset of a compound 
node, then it indicates a deadend premise.
Proof: An empty row in matrix A indicates that there are no paths or subpaths originating 
from the corresponding hypemode. If  the hypernode is not a subset of a compound node, 
then it can only be the terminal node of some inference path. In that case, if  it is not a goal 
variable, then it indicates a deadend premise. •
Proposition 3 : If  every elem ent of a column in matrix A is zero, the column corresponds 
to a simple node, and the column does not correspond to an input variable, then it indicates 
an unreachable goal.
P ro o f : Since the rule base is unitized, every sim ple node that corresponds to an 
interm ediate or an output variable m ust be the conclusion of some rule. In that case the 
column in A corresponding to such a node must have a nonzero entry. The absence of such 
an entry will indicate that the corresponding node is unreachable. •
3 .6  C o m p u ta tio n a l C o m p le x ity
W e analyze the computational complexity of our technique in this section. W hile 
our technique can identify existence of certain types of errors that are not feasible with other 
graph based techniques [Agarwal and Tanniru, 1992; Nazareth, 1991; Nazareth, 1993], we 
show that the complexity of our technique is nevertheless of the sam e order as the other 
techniques.
In our algorithm , all o f  the com putationally  intense tasks involve m atrix 
m anipulations. In particular, we perform  m atrix additions and subtractions, matrix 
m ultip lica tions, and the C olum n R evision  and Row R evision  operations. The
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computational complexity associated with each such operation, and the performance of the 
overall algorithm, are presented. The parameters that affect the com putational complexity 
are:
n: the number of rules in the rule base;
r: the maximum number of attribute-value pairs in any hypemode; and 
m: the length of the longest chain of rules (i.e. length of the longest inference path). 
Matrix Addition and Subtraction
Since there are n rules, the size of all the m atrices are no greater than 2n x  2n. 
Therefore, each matrix addition and subtraction involves at most 0 (4n2) operations.
Matrix Multiplication
Each matrix multiplication involves at most 0(8n3) operations.
Column Revision
Performing Column Revision on a matrix requires the following steps. Each pair of 
hypernodes are examined to see if  one is a superset of the other or not. If  one hypemode is 
a superset of the other, then the entries o f the corresponding row in the m atrix are 
examined, and used to update the entries for the row corresponding to the subset. Since a 
hypernode can have upto r sim ple attribute-value pairs, com paring two hypernodes for 
subsumption requires O(r^) operations. Performing the actual updates for a row requires 
0 (2n ) operations. As each matrix can have at m ost 2n rows, the total num ber of pairwise 
comparisons required is 0(2n2). Therefore, the worst case complexity associated with the 
Column Revision operation is 0(2n2(r2+2n)) = 0 (4n3+  2 n ^ ) .
Row Revision
This operation is performed as follows. For each com pound hypernode, we first 
identify the rows in a matrix that correspond to the sim ple nodes that constitute the
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compound hypernode. Since this can require comparing the elements o f every hypernode 
with the com pound hypernode of interest, the num ber of operations is o f the order 
0(2nr2). Then, the entries in rows that correspond to the simple nodes are examined, and 
used to update the row corresponding to the compound hypernode. Since r different rows 
may have to be examined, 0 (2nr) operations are required. The above operations have to be 
performed for each compound hypernode, of which there can be at m ost 2 n instances (of 
course, in practice it will usually be substantially lesser than 2n). Therefore, the worst case 
performance is bounded by 0 (2 n(2 nr2  + 2 nr)) = 0 (4n^r2  + 2 n^r).
Complete Algorithm
The com putational com plexity of m atrix additions and subtractions are clearly 
dom inated by the other operations and are subsequently ignored. The algorithm requires 
performing the Column Revision operation once, and the matrix m ultiplication and Row 
Revision operations during each iteration. The number of iterations required is equal to m. 
Therefore, the overall complexity is bounded by 0(m (8n3 + 4 n^r^ + 2n^r) + 4 n^ + 2 n^r^) 
~ 0(8m n3 + 4mn2r2).
The above expression indicates the worst case com plexity for the algorithm. In 
practice, the size of the m atrix will usually be substantially  sm aller than 2 n x  2 n. 
Typically, the size of the adjacency matrix is expected to be a little more than n x  n. If a is
O ? ?
the size of the adjacency matrix, then the complexity is bounded by 0 (m a  + ma r ). As 
noted in (N azareth and K ennedy, 1991), the adjacency m atrix for a directed graph 
representation is usually sparse for m ost applications. This is true for the directed 
hypergraph representation as well, and therefore more efficient m atrix m ultiplication 
algorithms can be used. Since the row revision operation is repeated in every iteration, it 
can be m ade m ore efficient by perform ing the checks to identify the com ponents of
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com pound nodes once, and then storing this inform ation in a list for future reference. 
Therefore, the actual com putational com plexity will be considerably less than the worst 
case expression that we have presented.
CHAPTER 4 
APPLICATIO N OF VERIFICATION ALG O RITHM
In the preceding chapters, it was im plicitly assum ed that dom ain knowledge not 
explicitly specified in rules, is available when performing verification checks. In practice, 
the availability o f such knowledge is essential for any automatic verification procedure. In 
this chapter, first, the d ifferent types of m etaknow ledge and their usefulness in the 
verification o f rule-based expert system s are discussed. Next, an exam ple is provided 
which dem onstrates the verification procedure using the directed hypergraph technique. 
This technique is shown to overcome limitations of existing graphical techniques. Details 
about implementation of the verification algorithm conclude this chapter.
4 .1  Metaknowledge Essential for  Verification
The following types of m etaknowledge are essential to detect Type 'A' errors (as 
defined in Section 2.3) in rule bases: synonyms, m utually exclusive attributes, and input 
(or observable) & goal attribute values.
4.1.1 S y n o n y m s
A com m on phenom enon that in fluences all checks fo r consistency  and 
completeness is the presence of synonyms as described in Section 2.1.1. To some extent, 
information about potential synonyms can be obtained by automated procedures (Trice and 
Davis, 1993). The procedure to detect potential synonym s is as follows. Rules are 
com pared in a pairwise fashion and w henever two rules differ by only one variable, it is 
indicative of a potential synonym. After identifying potential synonyms, the expert has to
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be consulted to finalize a list o f  synonyms. The problems posed by synonym s can be 
handled in the following way. Only one accepted form of the many synonyms of a variable 
is allowed to be used in the rule base. In other words, checking for synonyms constitutes a 
pre-processing stage which yields a synonym free rule base. On such a rule base various 
checks can be performed to ensure consistency and completeness. The information to be 
stored consists of a m aster list o f synonym s. If  a new rule is to be added, first the 
variables in the rules are checked with the list of synonyms, and should a synonym  be 
found, its accepted form is incorporated in the additional rule.
4.1.2 Mutually Exclusive Attribute Values
In order to detect contradicting conclusions that result from  a set of rules an 
automatic verification system m ust incorporate information regarding which attribute values 
are m utually exclusive. For exam ple, consider the following two rules from an R&D 
Project Evaluation rule base:
Rule 1: IF Number of Alternative Uses is high
Suppose it is known that "Likelihood of Commercial Success being high" and "Likelihood 
of Project A pproval being low" are m utually exclusive, then it can be inferred that the 
above two rules are contradictory since the same condition gives rise to mutually exclusive 
conclusions. In the absence of this kind of information, contradiction cannot be detected in 
rule bases.
THEN Likelihood of Commercial Success is high. 
Number of Alternative Uses is high 
Likelihood of Project Approval is low.
Rule 2: IF
THEN
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The information on mutually exclusive attribute values can be categorized into two 
groups. The first group consists of m utually exclusive values o f the sam e attribute. An 
example o f this group is 'Likelihood of Com m ercial Success is High' and 'Likelihood of 
Com m ercial Success is Low.' The second group consists of m utually exclusive values of 
different attributes. An exam ple of this group would be 'L ikelihood of Com m ercial 
Success is High' and 'Likelihood of Project Approval is Low.' Both types o f mutually 
exclusive attribute-value pairs m ust be stored in order for the verification procedure to 
detect contradiction.
4.1.3 Input & Goal Attribute Values
To detect m issing rules either in the form of deadend prem ises or unreachable 
goals, information about input and goal attribute values is required. W hen an antecedent of 
a rule is not a part of conclusion of any other rule, it has to be checked whether it is an 
input variable. If  it is not an input variable, then it is a case of deadend premise. Similarly, 
when a conclusion of a goal is not a part of condition of any other rule, it has to be checked 
with the list of goal attribute values before concluding that it is an unreachable goal.
4 .2  An Illustrative Example
W e dem onstrate the verification procedure with the help of an example rule base. 
The rule base is adapted from a project termination model for R&D projects (Balachandra 
and Raelin, 1980). W e have m odified the existing know ledge base to highlight how 
different types o f errors can occur in such a rule base.
Rule 1: 
Rule 2: 
Rule 3: 
Rule 4: 
Rule 5:
Rule 6 : 
Rule 7: 
Rule 8 :
Rule 9: 
Rule 10:
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IF the likelihood o f technical success is high (a l)
THEN the degree of commitment of project leader is high(cl).
IF the likelihood of technical success is high (a l)
THEN continue funding (jl).
IF the likelihood of cost over-runs is high (b2)
THEN funding from  industry is not available (fl).
IF the likelihood of cost over-runs is high (b2)
THEN priority classification is C (g l).
IF the likelihood of technical success is high (a l)
AND the likelihood of cost over-runs is high (b2)
THEN anticipated return on investment is low (el).
IF anticipated return on investment is low (el)
THEN priority classification is C (g l).
IF funding from industry is not available (f 1)
THEN the project cannot be completed within three years (d l).
IF funding from industry is not available (fl)
AND priority classification is C (g l)
THEN discontinue funding (j2).
IF the project cannot be completed within three years (d l)
THEN the likelihood of cost over-runs is high (b2).
IF profitability is low (i2)
THEN discontinue funding (j2).
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It is assumed that the observable facts (input variables) are "likelihood of technical 
success being high" and "likelihood of cost over-runs becom ing high" (i.e. a l  and b2 ). 
The goal is to decide whether to continue funding the R& D Project or not (i.e. j l  or j2). 
These assumptions are necessary to detect deadend premises and unreachable goals in the 
rule base. The directed hypergraph representation of the above rule base is given in Figure 
4 .1 .
R5
R9. R4
R6R3'
R8
RIO
Figure 4.1 Directed Hypergraph for R & D Example
The errors that exist in the example rule base are shown below:
i. There are two distinct paths from (al,b2) to (g l), SP{al,b2; g l  \  «< al,b2 ; e l> » , «<el; 
g 1 >»}, and H P {al, b; g l \  «<b2; g l> »} . Since paths from  (a l,b 2 ) to (j2) traverse 
through (g l), there are two distinct paths from (a l,b 2 ) to (j2 ) as well.
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ii. The path from (a l)  to ( jl)  contradicts the paths from (al,b2) to (j2).
iii. There is a circular path involving nodes (b2), ( f l)  and (d l).
iv. The node (c l)  is a deadend premise.
v. The node (i2) is an unreachable goal.
W e show how our verification procedure detects the above errors accurately. The 
adjacency matrix, A, is shown in Figure 4.2. This matrix displays all of the reachabilities 
directly implied by the rules, which are simple paths of length 1.
a l ,b 2
f l .g l
Figure 4.2 The Adjacency Matrix A for the R & D Example
Perform ing the colum n revision operation on A yields as shown in Figure 4.3. 
indicates all hyperpaths (simple paths as well as strict hyperpaths) of length 1 which 
end in sim ple nodes. The follow ing strict hyperpaths o f length 1 are established: 
H P {al,b2  ; c l  \  « < a l; c l> »} , H P {al,b2  ; f l  \  «<b2; f l» > } , H P {al,b2  ; g l  \  «<b2; gl»>} 
and H P{al,b2  ; j 1 \ « < a l; j 1 >»}. The corresponding entries are highlighted in Figure 4.3.
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a l  b2  a l ,b 2  e l f l  d l  f l ,g l  i2  c l  g l jl  j2
al 1 1
b2 1 1
a l ,b 2 1 11 11 11 11
e l 1
f l 1
d l 1
f l .g l 1 1
i2 1
cl
g l
j l
f l
Figure 4.3 The Matrix B j for the R & D Example
The matrix C j ,  which is obtained by performing a row revision on B^, is shown in 
Figure 4.4. C i  establishes additional paths of length 1 that end in compound nodes. In this 
exam ple, the new paths established are HP{b2; f l ,  g l  \  «<b2; fl> ,< b 2 ; g 1 >»} and 
H P{al,b2  ; f l ,g l  \  «<b2; fl> ,< b2; g 1 >»} which are highlighted in Figure 4.4.
a l b2  a l ,b 2  e l f l  d l f  1 ,g 1 i2  c l  g l jl  j2
al 1 1
b2 1 11 1
a l ,b 2 i i  a i l l
e l i
f l i
d l i
f l ,g l i i
i2 i
cl
g l
J 1
f l
Figure 4.4 The Matrix C j for the R & D Example
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The m atrix D \ displays all strict hyperpaths of length 1 that end in sim ple or 
compound nodes. This matrix is important for identifying strict hyperpaths of length 2 that 
end in simple nodes. Since such strict hyperpaths necessarily have a single rule in the last 
segm ent, the subpath corresponding to the first segm ent m ust be a strict hyperpath. 
Subsequently, when D j is obtained by subtracting A from C j ,  it displays all the potential
first segments of strict hyperpaths of length 2 that end in sim ple nodes. W hen the matrix 
Dj is multiplied with the matrix A, we obtain A 2  which displays all strict hyperpaths of 
length 2 that end in simple nodes. The matrices Dj and A 2  for this exam ple are shown in 
Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6, respectively. The matrix A 2  displays the following four strict 
hyperpaths of length 2: HP{b2; j2  \ «<b2;fl> ,< b2;g l> » , « < fl,g l;  j2>»}, H P{al,b2 ; d l \ 
« < b 2 ;fl> » , «<f 1 ;d 1>»}, H P {al,b 2 ; j2  \ « < b 2 ;fl> ,< b 2 ;g l> » , «< f 1 ,g 1; j2 > » }, and 
H P { fl,g l; b 2 \  «< fl; d l> » , « < d l; b2>»}.
a l b2  a l ,b 2  e l f l  d l f l ,g l  i2  c l g l  jl j2
al
b2 1
a l ,b 2 1 1 1 1 1
e l
f l
d l
f l ,g l
i2
1
cl
g l
j l
j 2
Figure 4.5 The Matrix D j for the R & D Example
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al,b2
f l .g l
Figure 4.6 The Matrix A 2  for the R & D Example
The matrix A 2, obtained by multiplying A by itself, displays all the simple paths of 
length 2. There are five such sim ple paths in this example: SP{b2; d l }; SP{al,b2 ; g l }; 
SP{fl; b2}; S P {d l; f l} ; and S P {dl; g l} . The matrix displaying these paths is shown in 
Figure 4.7.
al b2 al,b2 el f l  dl f l , g l  i2 cl  gl  jl j2
al
b2 1
a l ,b 2 1
e l
f l 1
d l 1 1
f l ,g l
i2
c l
g l
J 1
j 2
Figure 4.7 The Matrix A 2 for the R & D Example
W e have defined the matrix B 2  to contain all hyperpaths of length less than or equal 
to 2 that end in sim ple nodes. From our definitions of the m atrices A 2 and A 2 , it is
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clear that adding all of them results in the matrix 6 2 - In this exam ple, there is a strict
hyperpath of length 1 from (a l ,b 2 ) to (g l) , as well as a sim ple path o f length 2  from 
(al,b2) to (g l). Matrix B 2  identifies these multiple paths from (al,b2) to (g l)  by the entry
2 in the cell corresponding to row (al,b2) and column (g l)  in Figure 4.8.
a l
b2
a l ,b 2
el
f l
d l
f l .g l
i2
cl
g l
j l
j 2
The m atrices C 2 , D 2 , A 3 , A 3 and B 3  are obtained as discussed in the algorithm.
They are show n in Figures 4.9 through 4.13. Strict hyperpaths o f length 2 that are 
identified as a result of Row Revision have been highlighted in matrix € 2-
al
b2
a l ,b 2
e l
f l
d l
f l ,g l
i2
c l
g l
J l
J2
Figure 4.9 The Matrix C 2  for the R & D Example
a l b2  a l ,b 2  e l f l  d l f l .g l  i2  c l  g l  jl  i2
1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 2
1
1 1
1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
1
Figure 4.8 The Matrix B 2  for the R & D Example
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a l ,b 2
f l ,g l
Figure 4.10 The Matrix D 2  for the R & D Example
a l b2  a l ,b 2  e l f l d l f l ,g l  i2 c l  g l  ii ,i2
al
b2
a l ,b 2 * 1
e l
f l
d l 1
f l ,g l
i2
* *
c l
g l
j l
J2
Figure 4.11 The Matrix A 3 for the R & D Example
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a l,b 2
f l ,g l
Figure 4.12 The Matrix A 3 for the R & D Example
a l ,b 2
f l .g l
Figure 4.13 The Matrix B 3  for the R & D Example
The iterative procedure stops when both A 1 and A j are null m atrices. In this 
example, both A4 and A4  are null matrices and therefore C 3 and D 3 are the final matrices 
constructed. W e have not shown C 3 and D 3  explicitly; however, they are evaluated to 
obtain A4 . The different errors are detected by inspecting matrices A and B 3 as follows:
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i. R ed u n d an cy : B 3  [a l,b2 ; g l]  = 2 indicates the presence o f two distinct paths from 
(a l,b2 ) to (g l). Similarly, B 3  [a l,b2 ; j2] = 2 indicates the presence of two distinct paths 
from (a l,b 2 ) to (j2 ).
ii. C o n trad ic tio n : B 3  [a l,b2 ; j l ]  = 1 indicates the path from  (a l,b 2 ) to ( jl) , while B 3 
[a l,b 2 ; j 2 ] = 2  indicates the two paths from (a l,b 2 ) to (j2 ), implying contradiction.
iii. C ircularity : C ircular paths, identified by an asterisk, appear in B 3 [b2 ;b2 ], B 3 [f 1 ;f 1], 
B 3 [d l;d l] , B 3 [a l,b 2 ;b2 ], B 3 [ f l ,g l ; f l ]  and B 3 [ f l ,g l ;g l] ,  All of these occurences are due 
to the circular path involving nodes b2, f l  and d l .  However, by the very nature of such 
paths, there may not be a unique originating or terminal node. Therefore, circular paths are 
separately flagged for each node that appears in such a path. In addition, since b2 and fl 
are part of compound nodes, the corresponding compound nodes also display circularity.
iv. Deadend Prem ises: The row corresponding to the node (c l)  has no entries in matrix A, 
which implies the presence of a deadend. This indicates the possibility that a  rule including 
c l  in its antecedent is missing from the rule base.
v. Unreachable G oals: The column corresponding to i2 has no entries in matrix A. Since 
i2  is not an input variable, it implies an unreachable goal, i.e., node i2  cannot be reached in 
the rule base.
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4 .3  Comparison with Other Approaches
In Chapter 2, it was shown that in some instances, current graphical techniques are 
not capable of detecting errors accurately. In this section, we use the same examples used 
in Chapter 2 to show how the directed hypergraph algorithm  can detect errors more 
accurately when compared with other approaches.
Example 1.
The directed hypergraph for the example in Chapter 2 is shown in Figure 4.14.
+QR 2
R1
R3
Figure 4.14 Directed Hypergraph for Example 1 
In the directed hypergraph, no spurious reachabilities from a l to e l  and e2 are indicated.
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Example 2 .
R1
R 2 R3
R 4
Figure 4.15 Directed Hypergraph for Example 2.
In the directed hypergraph, multiple paths from (a l, b l)  to e l  are indicated.
4.4 Implementation o f Aleorithm
A com puter program based on the directed hypergraph algorithm , PROGRAM  
HYPERGRAPH, is included as an Appendix. Information about the attribute-value pairs 
used in the rules are stored as integers. Hypernodes are stored as sets of integers in four 
different arrays. Array NODELABL contains all the hypemodes in the hypergraph. Input 
variables and goal variables are contained in arrays INSET and G O ALSET respectively. 
Array D O M LA BL stores inform ation about m utually exclusive attribute-value pairs. 
Inform ation regarding the adjacency matrix A is stored in a two dim ensional array. 
Deadend premises are detected by checking the empty columns and then comparing the set 
o f node labels o f those colum ns with GOALSET. Unreachable goals are detected by 
checking the empty rows and then comparing the set of node labels of those rows with 
INSET.
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Separate procedures have been written for all the m atrix operations required to 
obtain the intermediate matrices and the final matrix Bj. W hile the intermediate matrices A 1
and A- are being computed, circularity is detected by checking whether the node reached is
a subset o f the node from which the path has originated. Redundancy is detected by 
checking those entries with value > 2 in the final matrix B-. Contradiction is detected by
creating a set of those node labels that have a value > 1 and com paring that set with the 
entries in array DOMLABL.
CHAPTER 5 
DETECTION OF TYPE B ’ ERRORS
Detection of errors considered so far assumed that antecedents of rules are asserted 
one at a time. As stated earlier in Chapter 2, such errors are classified as Type 'A' errors. 
Type ’B ' errors are caused w hen an teceden ts o f severa l ru les are instan tia ted  
simultaneously. Detection o f Type 'B' errors is hard due to (i) difficulty in extending the 
techniques suitable for detection o f Type 'A' errors to detect Type 'B' errors, and (ii) 
difficulty in selecting the appropriate combinations of input variables to be considered for 
sim ultaneous instantiation. In this chapter, an extension of the directed hypergraph 
algorithm  that considers cases where several input variables occur sim ultaneously is 
discussed.
5 . 1 S im u lta n e o u s  In s ta n tia tio n
W e have shown in Section 2.3 how a contradiction that shows up when m ultiple 
input variables are asserted m ight not show up when input variables that correspond to the 
antecedent of a single rule is true. The directed hypergraph for the example in Section 2.3 is 
shown in Figure 5.1. If  the antecedents for rules R1 and R4 can be sim ultaneously true, 
then the rule base leads to contradictory conclusions.
7 2
7 3
High
Tech.
Success
High
Comm.
Success
Low
R.O.I.
R4
R1 R2
R3
Do not '  
Allocate 
more per- 
s o n n e L /
Compln? 
within 
3 years
Federal > 
Grants 
not avail.,
R5
Allocate
more
personnel
Figure 5.1 Directed Hypergraph for Rules 1 - 5
5 .2  Extension o f the Hxpereraph Algorithm
The verification algorithm  as discussed in Chapter 3 indicates all the Type 'A' 
errors in the final Bj matrix. W e now discuss how the algorithm can be extended to detect
Type 'B' errors as well. As discussed in Section 2, it is not possible to com pletely 
autom ate the detection o f T ype 'B' errors. Any verification procedure m ust have 
knowledge o f valid sets of input variables that may be sim ultaneously asserted. W e show
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that with this knowledge, the directed hypergraph technique can be easily applied to detect 
such errors.
In the revised procedure, the directed hypergraph is m odified such that new 
com pound nodes corresponding to each valid com bination o f input attribute-values are 
added to the existing hypergraph. These additional compound nodes are different from the 
existing com pound nodes in that they do not have any outgoing arcs connecting them to 
other nodes.
The adjacency matrix A corresponding to the directed hypergraph is modified such 
that there are additional rows and columns for each combination of input attribute-values 
that can occur simultaneously. The entries in rows corresponding to such combinations of 
input variables are zero since there are no rules with such antecedents. However, when B i 
is computed, the column revision operation ensures that the new compound nodes reach all 
the simple nodes that are reached by their constituent hypernodes. Bi is obtained using the 
verification algorithm as defined earlier. A and Bi are then examined for errors in a similar 
manner.
Consider a rule base with the following rules:
Example 1: Rule 1. a l ------------- > c l
Rule 2. b l - > f l
Rule 3. b l -> g 2
Rule 4. c l --------------> d l
Rule 5. c l ------------- -> e l
Rule 6 . d l  + e l > g l
Rule 7. d l + e l  + f l > h i
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The attribute values g l  & g2 are assum ed to be m utually exclusive. The directed 
hypergraph of this rule base is shown in Figure 5.2.
R1
R2R5R4
R3
R6 R7
Fig. 5.2 Directed Hypergraph of Rules 1 - 8 
In the above rules, there is no contradiction when either variables a l or b l occur 
individually. But when a l  and b l occur sim ultaneously, it leads to a contradiction since 
both g l  and g2  are inferred from (a l, b l).
The revised hypergraph that takes the simultaneous instantiation of a l and b l into 
consideration is shown in F igure 5.3. Let A , show n in Figure 5.4, be the revised 
adjacency matrix for this case. The matrices B i , B 2 , and B 3 obtained from applying the 
directed hypergraph algorithm are shown in Figures 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7. In matrix Bi,  the 
fo llow ing paths from (a l ,  b l )  are established: H P { a l ,b l ;c l }, H P { a l ,b l ; f l }, and 
H P {al,b l;g2} . The new paths established from (a l, b l)  that are indicated in matrix B 2 
are: H P { a l,b l;d l} >  and H P { a l ,b l ; e l }. In m atrix  B 3 , paths H P { a l ,b l ;g l}  and
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H P { a l,b l;g 2 }  are d isplayed indicating contradiction, since g l  and g2 are m utually 
exclusive.
R1
R2R5R4
R3
R6 R7
Fig. 5.3 Revised Directed Hypergraph
al b l a l ,
b l
c l d l  e l d l ,  f l  d l ,  g l  h i  g2 
e l e l , f l
a l 1
b l 1 1
a l ,
b l
c l 1 1
d l
e l
d l , 1
e l
f l
d l , 1
e 1 ,f 1
g l
h i
g2
Fig. 5.4 M atrix A M odified to Include (a l, b l)
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al b l  a l ,  
b l
c l d l  e l d l ,  f l  d l ,  g l h i  g2 
e l e l , f l
a l I 1
b l 1 1
a l , I ii a a
b l I
c l I l l
d l
e l
d l , i
e l
f l
d l , i i
e l  ,f 1
g l
h i
g2 I
Fig. 5.5 Matrix B l Derived from A Shown in Fig. 5.4
a l b l a l ,  c l d l  e l  d l ,  f l  d l ,  g l h i g2
b l e l e l , f l
a l
b l
a l ,
b l
c l
d l
e l
d l ,
e l
f l
d l ,
e l , f l
g l
h i
g2
Fig. 5.6 M atrix B 2  Derived from A Shown in Fig. 5.4
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a l b l  a l ,  c l d l  e l  d l ,  f l  d l ,  g l  h i  g2 
b l e l  e l , f l _________________
al
b l
a l ,
b l
------------------ ---------
I l l  1
1 1
ii a 'a 11 11 a “ “"a
c l 1 1 1
d l
e l
d l , 1
el
f l
d l . 1 1
e l , f l
g l
h i
g2
Fig. 5.7 M atrix B 3  Derived from A Shown in Fig. 5.4
The procedure to detect Type 'B' errors is shown to identify all the possible errors 
in an accurate fashion, as established by the following proposition.
Lemma 5.1: The addition of a row and a column to the adjacency matrix A for each valid
com bination of feasible input attribute values enables the accurate display of all paths 
originating from such combinations in matrix B i and all subsequent matrices.
Proof: Each valid combination identified by the expert results in an additional row and 
column in the adjacency matrix A. All entries in these new rows are zeroes since there are 
no rules which have these particular combinations of input variables as antecedents. In 
order to obtain B l , the operation colum n-revision is performed on A. As a result, if any 
subset of a new com pound node is the antecedent of a rule, then the colum n-revision 
operation ensures that there is a path from the compound node to the conclusion of that 
rule.
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Thus, although there is no rule that has the new com pound node as as its 
antecedent, all reachabilities from  that com pound node are captured by the revised 
procedure. Once all such reachabilities of length 1 have been captured, all reachabilities of 
longer lengths are identified by the verification algorithm.
5.3 Com putational Complexity
3
As shown in Chapter 3, the expression for the computational complexity is 0 (8m a
2 2+ 4m a r ). The revised procedure is similar to the earlier one. In the revised procedure, a 
represents the num ber o f rows in the revised adjacency m atrix, and r represents the 
maximum number of attribute-value pairs in any hypemode (including the compound nodes 
of feasible combinations o f input variables). Thus the increase in com plexity depends on 
the num ber o f valid com binations that are provided by the expert. W hen the num ber of 
such com binations is small com pared to the size of the original m atrix, the increased 
com putational requirem ents is m inim al. W hen the num ber o f such com binations is 
relatively large, they can be processed in batches where in each batch, a part of the valid 
combinations is examined separately.
CHAPTER 6 
DECOM POSITION OF RULE BASES
Expert systems that are designed to solve complex problems are large. Some large 
expert system s have been reported to contain about 10,000 rules (Segev and Zhao, 1994). 
W hen rule bases contain thousands of rules, it is difficult to use verification techniques that 
need to consider all the rules simultaneously. For instance, the adjacency matrix of a rule 
base with 1 0 0 0  rules would consist of upwards of 10^ elements that would be difficult to 
store and manipulate for verification purposes.
A common way to solve complex problems is by decomposing such problems into 
subproblems that are sm aller (Simon, 1981). This phenomenon is observed in rule base 
developm ent and has been documented by many researchers (Jacob and Froscher, 1986; 
Agarwal and Tanniru, 1992a). It would be pragmatic to decom pose large rule bases into 
sm aller sets o f rules that can be independently verified. There is em pirical evidence to 
indicate that sets o f rules in large rule bases are sufficiently separated to allow the rule base 
to be decomposed into smaller sets (Jacob and Froscher, 1986). M ost existing verification 
techniques explicitly or implicitly assume that such decomposition is feasible (Cragun and 
Steudel, 1987). In this chapter, we show that the directed hypergraph representation 
allows us to characterize when a set of partitions for a composite rule base can be separately 
verified, without m isdiagnosing errors that may appear in the rule base. For the sake of 
illustration, we first present a simple partitioning scheme, where adjacent partitions share 
nodes that correspond to different values of the same attribute. W e discuss how a rule base 
consisting of such partitions can be verified by exam ining the d ifferen t partitions 
sequentially. Next, we provide the general characterization of partitions that share nodes
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corresponding to different values of several attributes. In this dissertation, it is assumed 
that the expert is able to decom pose the rule base into sm aller partitions based on the 
context of rules.
6.1 Partitions with Single Shared Variables
This decom position refers to instances where adjacent partitions o f rules share 
nodes that correspond to different values of exactly one attribute. Consider two adjacent 
partitions P I and P2 having a com m on attribute A. Such partitions can be verified 
separately if the following conditions hold:
(i) If  a value of a variable is in some partition, then all other values o f that attribute 
m ust also be in that partition. However, values of the shared attribute can be present in 
both the adjacent partitions.
(ii) Any path from a hypernode U in PI to a simple node v in P2 m ust go through some 
value of A (say a l);
(iii) P{U; a l } must lie entirely in P I; and P {al; v} must he entirely in P2.
When a path consists of rules in three or more partitions, then the above conditions must be 
satisfied for each pair of adjacent partitions. In addition, if there is a path from a hypemode 
U in partition P i to a simple node y in partition Pr, that traverses through partitions P 2 ,..., 
Pr, then all paths from U to y m ust also traverse through partitions P2 ,..., Pr- 
For example, consider the following rules adapted from an R&D Project Evaluation Model 
(Balachandra and Raelin, 1980):
Rule 1: IF Need for Innovation is High (al)
AND Num ber of Technologies Required is Low (b2)
THEN Likelihood of Technical Success is High (cl).
Rule 2: IF Need for Innovation is High (a l)
AND Number of Technologies Required is High (b l)
THEN Likelihood of Technical Succ. is M edium (c2).
Rule 3: IF Anticipated R.O.I is High (d l)
AND M arket Competition is Medium (e2)
THEN Likelihood of Commercial Succ. is High (fl).
Rule 4: IF Anticipated R.O.I is Low (d2)
AND M arket Competition is Medium (e2)
THEN Likelihood of Commercial Succ. is M edium (f2)
Rule 5: IF Likelihood of Technical Success is High (c l)
AND Likelihood of Commercial Succ. is High (fl)
THEN Project can be completed within 3 years (g l).
Rule 6 : IF Likelihood of Technical Success is Low (c2)
AND Likelihood of Commercial Succ. is Medium (f2)
THEN Project cannot be compltd. within 3 yrs (g2).
Rule 7: IF Project can be completed within 3 years (g l)
THEN Fund the Project (h i).
Rule 8 : IF Project cannot be compltd within 3 yrs (g2)
THEN Do Not Fund the Project (h2).
The directed hypergraph o f the above rule base is shown in Figure 6.1. The above 
rule base can be decomposed into three partitions as shown in Figures 6.2 through 6.4.
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Figure 6 .1 Directed Hypergraph of Rules 1 - 8
R2
R1
Figure 6.2 Partition PI containing Rules 1 and 2
Figure 6.3 Partition P2 containing Rules 3 and 4
R 6
R 8
R5
R7
Figure 6.4 Partition P3 containing Rules 5 -8
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The partitions P I and P3 share a single attribute C. Similarly, only one attribute F is 
shared between partitions P2 and P3.
6.1.1 Verification o f Partitions with Single Shared Variables
If the conclusion of rules in one partition appears in the antecedents of rules of 
another partition, then the form er partition precedes the latter. In the case being illustrated, 
this is necessary to identify circular paths which exist through a chain o f rules across 
partitions. In the more general case discussed later, this ordering of partitions enables 
detection of errors propagated across partitions.
The precedence ordering between adjacent partitions is determined in the following 
way: the partition in which the common attribute is a conclusion precedes the partition in 
which the com m on attribute is part o f the antecedent. For example, referring to the rule 
base in Figure 6.1, P I precedes P3 because attribute C is a conclusion in P I , and an 
antecedent for a rule in P3. Precedence ordering across partitions is identified before 
starting the verification of the different partitions.
Based on the precedence ordering, partitions are checked for errors. W hen a 
com m on attribute between partitions leads back to a partition which has been verified 
earlier, then it indicates circularity. The verification procedure stops after all partitions have 
been verified. Lemma 6 .1 and 6.2 show that the entire rule base can be accurately verified 
by verifying the separate partitions as discussed.
Lemma 6 .1: If  all the partitions done under Scheme 1 are error free, then the composite
rule base is also error free.
Proof: Let P I and P2 be two error free partitions of a composite rule base which share a 
single attribute A that has values a l  and a2. Assume that a contradiction has occured in the
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following way. Assertion of a hypem ode U in partition P I results in inferring v l  and v2 in 
partition P2 and v l ,  v2 are m utually exclusive. This is possible iff  any one o f the 
following cases are true: Case (i) P { U ;v l} and P{U;v2} traverse through the same node 
corresponding to a particular value of the shared attribute or C ase (ii) P {U ;v l}  and 
P{U;v2} traverse through different nodes corresponding to different values of the shared 
attribute.
Case (i) cannot be true since P2 is error free. Case (ii) cannot be true since P I is 
error free. Therefore, paths from U in PI to v l and v2 in P2 cannot exist.
In a similar way, it can be shown that redundant paths cannot exist across error free 
partitions. From this, it follows that if the partitions are error free, then the whole rule base 
is also error free. The same logic holds good for multiple partitions o f the composite rule 
base.
Lemma 6.2: If the com posite rule base is error free, then all the partitions done under
Scheme 1 are also error free.
Proof: Partitions are subsets of the whole rule base. Therefore, if  the entire rule base is 
error free, then the partitions are also error free.
6.2 Partitions with Mutiple Shared Variables
In this is general case, adjacent partitions of rules share nodes that correspond to 
different values of several attributes. Consider two adjacent partitions P I and P2 that share 
a comm on attribute set Z. Such partitions can be verified separately if  the following 
conditions hold:
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(i) If a value of a of a variable is in some partition, then all other values of that attribute 
m ust also be in that partition. However, values of the shared attribute will be present in 
both the adjacent partitions.
(ii) Any path from U in P I to v in P2 m ust go through W  c: Z.
(iii) P{U; W} must lie entirely in P I; and P{W; v} must lie entirely in P2.
W hen a path consists of rules in three or more partitions, then the above conditions must be 
satisfied for each pair o f adjacent partitions. In addition, if there is a path from a hypemode 
U in partition P i to a simple node y in partition Pr , that traverses through partitions P2 ,.~, 
Pr, then all paths from U to y m ust also traverse through partitions P 2 ,--, Pr- 
For example, consider a rule base containing the following rules:
R l . a l — > el
R2. a l  + b l — >
R3. c l — > f2
R4. d l — > g2
R5. e l — > fl
R 6 . f l — > il
R7. g l . . . .> i2
R 8 . f2 — > h i
R9. g2 — > j l
RIO. h l + j l — >
R l 1. j l — > 11.
The directed hypergraph of the above rule base is shown in Figure 6.5. Partitions P I and 
P2 sharing multiple variables are shown in Figures 6 .6  and 6.7 respectively.
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Figure 6.5 Directed Hypergraph of Rules 1-11
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Figure 6.6 Directed Hypergraph of Partition PI
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Figure 6.7 Directed Hypergraph of Partition P2
6.2.2 Verification o f Partitions with Multiple Shared Variables
To start with, precedence ordering of partitions is done sim ilar to the verification procedure 
for partitions with single shared variables. Based on the precedence ordering, the partitions 
are verified as follows:
Step 1. Rank all partitions fom 1 to i based on precedence.
Initialize k =1.
Step 2 . W hile k  < i do steps 3 - 6 .
Step 3. Verify Partition k.
Step 4 . If k  = i stop. Otherwise, identify the compound conclusion nodes (indicated
in Q )  in the shared attribute set between partitions k and k + 1.
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Step 5. M odify the hypergraph o f  Partition  k+1 to ind ica te  the com pound
conclusion nodes.
Step 6 . S e tk  = k + 1.
Referring to the com posite rule base in Figure 6.5, partition P I is verified first. 
M atrix C- will indicate ( f l , g l)  as a compound node, since (a l, b l)  can reach both f l  and
g l.  Therefore, the directed hypergraph for partition P2 is m odified to indicate that 
com pound node. The m odified directed hypergraph is show n in Figure 6 .8 . W hen 
partition P2 is verified, the contradiction in the rule base is detected due to ( f l, g l)  reaching 
both i l  and i2  that are mutually exclusive.
Lemma 6.3: If  all partitions sharing m ultiple variables are error free, then the composite
rule base is also error free.
Proof: Let P I and P2 be two error free partitions o f a composite rule base which share a 
set o f attributes Z. A ssum e that a contradiction has occured in the follow ing way.
Figure 6 .8  Modified Hypergraph of Partition P2
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Assertion of a hypemode U in partition PI results in inferring v l  and v2 in partition P2 and 
v l ,  v2 are m utually exclusive. This is possible iff any one of the following sets of paths 
exist: (i) paths {U; W }, {W; v l }, and {W; v2} where W c Z ;  or (ii) paths {U; W }, {U; 
X}, {W ; v l }, {X; w2} where W , X c  Z.
Set of paths in (i) cannot exist since P2 is error free. Set o f paths in (ii) cannot 
exist since the modification step in the procedure ensures that (W, X) is a compound node 
in P2. Therefore, paths from U in PI to v l and v2 in P2 cannot exist.
In a similar way, it can be shown that redundant paths cannot exist across error free 
partitions. From this, it follows that if  the partitions are error free, then the composite rule 
base is also error free.
Lemma 6.4: If the com posite rule base is error free, then all the partitions done under
Scheme 2 are also error free.
Proof: Partitions are subsets of the whole rule base. Therefore, if the entire rule base is 
error free, then the partitions are also error free.
6.3 Reduction in Computational and Storage Resources
W hen a large rule base is partitioned into sm aller sets o f rules, the adjacency 
matrices for the sm aller sets of rules are much smaller than that for the original rule base. 
Since the com putational and resource storage requirements are directly dependent on the 
size of the adjacency matrices used in the verification process, the decom posed rule base 
can be verified much more efficiently.
For example, consider a rule base having 1000 rules (n), 10 levels (m), and a value 
of r (maximum  num ber of attribute-value pairs in a hypernode) equal to 5. As shown 
earlier, the computational complexity of verifying this composite rule base is o f the order
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3 2 2 100 (m n  + mn r ) = 0 (  10 ). By decom posing the rule base into say 10 partitions each
• • 7containing 1 0 0  rules and 10  levels, the com putational com plexity is reduced to 0 ( 1 0  ).
Similar efficiencies would hold for storage requirements as well.
CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSIO N
R ule-based representation  techniques have becom e popular fo r storing and 
m anipulation of dom ain know ledge in expert systems. It is im portant that systems using 
such a representation are verified for accuracy before implem entation. In this research, it 
has been show n how hypergraphs provide an intuitively appealing and theoretically 
rigorous fram ew ork to perform  verification checks for rule bases. An algorithm  is 
presented that uses the adjacency matrix for the hypergraph to detect the different types of 
errors. The algorithm is shown to accurately detect errors that m anifest themselves over a 
chain of rules. A t the sam e tim e, it does not indicate any instance spuriously. The 
algorithm is shown to be reasonably efficient.
The algorithm presented can be used to detect occurrences of all the errors once the 
final Bi m atrix is obtained. However, in practice, it is recom m ended that errors that are 
identified at each iteration are corrected before continuing the detection process over longer 
inference paths. For example, consider the case where a contradiction is detected over two 
inference paths of length 3. If  these conflicting paths are subpaths o f longer inference 
paths, then the longer paths will also indicate contradictions. However, once the cause for 
conflict in the original paths of length 3 is eliminated, all the other paths will no longer be in 
conflict. The checks for conflict, redundancy and circularity can therefore be performed on 
the B j m atrix after each iteration, before proceeding any further. The nature o f these 
checks will be the same as discussed for the final Bi matrix.
T he algorithm  has been extended to include cases w here reachabilities are 
considered from  a collection o f hypernodes that correspond to antecedent clauses of
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different rules. A  practical d ifficulty  associated w ith this problem  is that there are an 
exponentially large num ber of different combinations of such hypernodes that may need to 
be considered. Thus, a com pletely autom ated procedure is not feasible for the verification 
process. A more pragmatic approach is to obtain information from experts that can help to 
identify the feasible combinations o f hypernodes for which the reachabilities are important. 
It is shown that if  the feasible sets of assertions are indicated beforehand, the verification 
process can identify errors with very little increase in computational effort.
W hen rule bases are large, it is not possible to verify all the rules simultaneously. 
In such situations, it is necessary to decompose them into sm aller sets of rules in order to 
perform verification checks.. The directed hypergraph approach helps in characterizing the 
partitions of com posite rule bases that can to be verified separately. The verification 
procedure based on the hypergraph has been enhanced to detect errors in large rule bases 
which can be decomposed into smaller groups.
Elicitation of valid sets of rule antecedents that are instantiated simultaneously is not 
addressed in this dissertation. W hile this research has focused on verification, given the 
decomposed set of rules, an important related issue would be to identify the decomposition 
process. Another limitation is the inability to identify the exact rule that causes the error.
An issue for future research is extension of the hypergraph verification technique to 
identify the paths that lead to the error. Identification of the inference paths will lead to 
locating the erroneous rule in the rule base. A nother issue fo r further study is 
enhancement of the hypergraph technique to cover incremental addition of rules.
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A P P E N D IX  
PROGRAM  HYPERGRAPH
(* This program  detects the follow ing errors that can occur in rule bases: deadend 
premises, unreachable goals, redundancy, contradiction and circularity. *)
PROGRAM  HYPERGRAPH (INPUT,OUTPUT,NODEINFO,DOM INFO,OBSINFO,
GOALINFO, MAT1NFO, RESULT);
CONST
(* RL and CL refer to row limit and column limit respectively. *)
RL=100;
CL=100;
TYPE
(* A ttribute-value pairs are represented as integers from 0 to 100. Each node in the 
hypergraph is considered as a set of ontegers. *)
NODESET = SET OF 0..100;
NODEARY = ARRAY(. 1..100.) OF NODESET;
DOM ARY = ARRAY(.1..100.) OF NODESET;
(* Matrices are declared as two dimensional arrays of integers. *)
DHARY = ARRAY(.1..RL, 1..CL.) OF INTEGER;
VAR
I, J, IA, IB, OI, OA,GI, GA, IV, GV, AA,BB,CC,DD : INTEGER;
NODELABL, OBSLABL, GOALABL : NODEARY;
DOMLABL : DOMARY;
(* Information about the rule base is given through the following text files;
NODEINFO: set of all nodes,
OBSINFO: set of all observable variables,
GOALINFO: set o f all goal variables,
DOMINFO: set of all mutually exclusive variables, and 
MATINFO: adjacency matrix A. *)
NODEINFO, R E S U L T : TEXT;
DOM INFO, OBSINFO, GOALINFO, M ATINFO : TEXT;
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NI, DI, ML, M I, MJ, CM P : INTEGER;
INSET, GOALSET, CM PSET, RCH, RRSET, CIRCSET : NODESET;
ASUM , SUM 1, SUM2, CD, K : INTEGER;
AARY, ASARY, ASPARY, AHARY, BARY, BPARY,
CARY, CPARY, DARY : DHARY;
(* The following procedure computes matrix B from matrix A after perform ing column 
revision. *)
PROCEDURE COLREV( AARY.DHARY; VAR BARY:DHARY);
VAR
IA, IB, J : INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR J:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
FOR IA:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
BARY(.IA,J.) := AARY(.IA,J.);
FOR IB:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
IF (NODELABL(.IB.) <= NODELABL(.IA.))
AND (IB <> IA) THEN
BARY(.IA,J.) := BARY(.IA,J.) + AARY(.IB,J.);
END;
END;
END;
END;
(* The follow ing procedure com putes matrix C from matrix B after perform ing row 
revision. *)
PROCEDURE ROWREV (BARY:DHARY; VAR CARY:DHARY);
VAR
I, JA, JB, CN, PR: INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR I:= 1TO NI DO 
BEGIN
FOR JA:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN 
CN:= 0;
FOR JB:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
IF(N O D ELA BL(JA .) >= NODELABL(.JB.)) 
AND (JA <> JB) THEN 
CN:= C N +  1;
END;
IF (CN>=2) THEN PR:= 1 
ELSE PR:= 0;
FOR JB:= 1 T O N I DO 
BEGIN
IF (NODELABL(.JA.) * NODELABL(.JB.) <> 
AND (JA <> JB) THEN 
PR:= PR * BARY(.I,JB.);
END;
IF (CN>=2) THEN
CARY(.I,JA.) := PR
ELSE CARY(.I,JA.) := BARY(.I,JA.);
END;
END;
END;
(* The following proceduretransforms matrix A to matrix AS *) 
PROCEDURE ATOAS(AARY: DHARY; VAR ASARY:DHARY);
VAR
I, J: INTEGER;
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BEGIN
FOR I:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
FOR J:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
ASARY(.I,J.):= AARY(.I,J.);
END;
END;
END;
(* The following proceduretransforms matrix AS to matrix A SP *) 
PROCEDURE ASPREV(ASARY: DHARY; VAR ASPARY: DHARY); 
VAR 
I, J: INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR I:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
FOR J:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
A S P A R Y (.U ) := A S A R Y (.U );
END;
END;
END;
(* The following proceduretransforms matrix B to matrix B P *) 
PROCEDURE BPREV(BARY: DHARY; VAR BPARY: DHARY);
VAR
I, J : INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR I:= 1 TO NI DO
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BEGIN
FOR J:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
BPARY(.I,J.):= BARY(.I,J.);
END;
END;
END;
(* The following proceduretransforms matrix C to matrix C P  *) 
PROCEDURE CPREV(CARY:DHARY; VAR CPARY: DHARY);
VAR 
I,J : INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR I:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
FOR J:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
CPARY(.I,J.) := CARY(.I,J.);
END;
END;
END;
(* The followoing procedure computes matrix D j *)
PROCEDURE FIRSTD(CARY, AARY : DHARY; VAR DARY:DHARY); 
VAR 
I,J : INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR I:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
FOR J:= 1 TO NI DO
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BEGIN
DA RY(.I,J.):= CA R Y C U .) - AARY(.I,J.);
END;
END;
END;
(* The followoing procedure computes matrix A 1 *)
PROCEDURE NEXTAS(AARY, ASPARY: DHARY; VAR ASARY:DHARY);
VAR
I, J, K, CN, SUM  : INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR I:= 1 TO  NI DO 
BEGIN
FOR J:= 1 TO  NI DO 
BEGIN 
SU M :=0;
FOR K:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
SUM := SUM + ASPARY(.I,K .)*AARY(.K,J.);
END;
ASARY(.I,J.):= SUM;
IF (NODELABL(.I.) >= NODELABL(.J.))$
AND (ASARY(.I,J.) >= 1) THEN 
BEGIN
ASARY(.I,J.) := 0;
CIRCSET:= CIRCSET + NODELABL(.I.) + NODELABL(.J.); 
END;
END;
END;
END;
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(* The followoing procedure computes matrix A- *)
PROCEDURE NEXTAH(DARY, AARY: DHARY; VAR AHARY: DHARY);
VAR
I, J, K, CN, SUM : INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR I:= 1 TO  NI DO 
BEGIN
FOR J:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN 
SUM:= 0;
FOR K:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
SUM := SUM + DARY(.I,K.) * AARY(.K,J.);
END;
AHARY(.I,J.):= SUM;
IF(NODELABL(.I.) >= NODELABL(.J.))
AND (AHARY(.I,J.) >= 1) THEN 
BEGIN
CIRCSET:= CIRCSET + NODELAB L(.I.) + NODELABL(.J.); 
AHARY(.I,J.) := 0;
END;
END;
END;
END;
(* The following procedure checks whether matrices A 1 and Ai are null matrices *) 
PROCEDURE CHECKSUM (ASARY, AHARY: DHARY; VAR ASUM: INTEGER); 
VAR
I, J : INTEGER;
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BEGIN
ASUM := 0;
FOR I:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
FOR J:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
ASUM := ASUM  + ASARY(.I,J.) + AHARY(.I,J.);
END;
END;
END;
(* The following procedure computes matrix Bi *)
PROCEDURE NEXTB(ASARY, AHARY, BPARY : DHARY; VAR BARY: DHARY); 
VAR
I, J : INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR I:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
FOR J:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
BA RY (.I,J.):= ASARY(.I,J.) + AHARY(.I,J.) + BPARY(.I,J.); 
END;
END;
END;
(* The following procedure computes matrix Di *)
PROCEDURE NEXTD(CARY, CPARY, ASARY : DHARY; VAR DARY: DHARY); 
VAR
I, J : INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR I:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
FOR J:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
DARY(.I,J.) := CARY(.I,J.) - CPARY(.I,J.) - ASARY(.I,J.); 
END;
END;
END;
(* Main Program *)
BEGIN
RESET(NODEINFO);
RESET(DOMINFO);
RESET (M ATINFO);
RESET(OBSINFO);
RESET(GOALINFO);
REW RITE(RESULT);
(* Information from file NODEINFO is read into array NODELABL *0 
NI:= 0;
W HILE NOT EOF(NODEINFO) DO 
BEGIN
NI := NI + 1;
N O DELABL(.NI.):= (. .);
W HILE NOT EOLN(NODEINFO) DO 
BEGIN
READ(NODEINFO,AA);
NODELABL(.NL) := NODELABL(.NI.) + (.AA.);
END;
RE ADLN (N ODEINFO);
END;
(* CM PSET, set consisting of all compound nodes is computed 
CM PSET:=
FOR I:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN 
CM P := 0;
FOR J := 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
IF (NODELABL(.I.) >= NODELABL(.J.)) 
AND ( I o J )  THEN 
CM P := CM P + 1;
END;
IF (CM P >= 1) THEN
CM PSET := CM PSET + NODELABL(.L);
END;
(* INSET, set consisting of all input variables is computed *) 
INSET:=
W HILE NOT EOF(OBSINFO) DO 
BEGIN
W HILE NOT EOLN(OB SINFO) DO 
BEGIN
READ(OBSINFO, OA);
INSET:= IN SET + (.OA.);
END;
READLN(OBSINFO);
END;
(* GOALSET, set consisting of goal variables is computed *) 
GOALSET:= (..);
W HILE NOT EOF(GOALINFO) DO 
BEGIN
W HILE NOT EOLN (GOALINFO) DO
BEGIN
READ(GOALINFO, GA);
GOALSET := GOALSET + (.GA.);
END;
READLN(GOALINFO);
END;
(* Information in file DOM IM FO is read into array DOMLABL *) 
DI:=0;
W HILE NOT EOF(DOMINFO) DO 
BEGIN
D I:= D I + 1;
DOM LABL(.DI.):= (. .);
W HILE NOT EOLN(DOMINFO) DO 
BEGIN
READ(DOM INFO, BB);
DOM LABL(.DI.):= DOMLABL(.DL) + (.BB.); 
END;
READLN(DOMINFO);
END;
(* Information in file M ATINFO is read into array AARY *)
M I := 1;
M J := 1;
W HILE NOT EOF(MATINFO) DO 
BEGIN
AARY(. MI, MJ.) ;= 0 ;
W HILE NOT EOLN (MATINFO) DO 
BEGIN
READ (MATINFO, CC);
AARY(. M I, M J .) := C C ;
M J := M J + 1;
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END;
READLN(MATINFO);
M I := MI + 1;
M J := 1;
END;
(* DETECTION OF DEADEND PREMISES *)
FOR I:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN 
SUM1 := 0 ;
FOR J:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
SUM 1:= SUM1 + AARY(. I, J.);
END;
IF (SUM  1=0)
AND (NODELABL(.I.) * GOALSET = (..))
AND (NODELABL(.I.) * CM PSET = (..)) THEN 
BEGIN
W RITELN (D EAD END PREMISE FOR NODE:'); 
FOR D D :=O TO  100 DO 
BEGIN
IF ((.DD.) * NODELABL(.I.) <> (..)) THEN 
W RITE ( DD);
END;
WRITELN;
W RITELN;
END;
END;
(* DETECTION OF UNREACHABLE GOALS *)
FOR J:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
SUM2 := 0;
FOR I:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
SUM 2 := SUM 2 + AARY(.I,J.);
END;
CD:= 0;
FOR I:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
IF (NODELABL(.J.) >= NODELABL(.I.))
AND (J <> I) THEN 
CD:= CD + 1;
END;
IF (SUM 2 = 0) AND (CD = 0)
AND (INSET * NODELABL(.J.) = (..)) THEN 
BEGIN
W RITELN('UNREACHABLE GOAL FOR NODE:'); 
FOR DD:= 0 TO 100 DO 
BEGIN
IF((.DD.) * N O D ELA B L(J.) <> (..)) THEN 
W RITE ( DD);
END;
W RITELN;
W RITELN;
END;
END;
(* DETECTION OF CONSISTENCY ERRORS *)
BEGIN
CIRCSET:= (..);
ATOAS(AARY, ASARY);
W RITELN('A ARRAY');
W RITELN;
FOR I:= 1 TO  NI DO 
BEGIN
FOR J:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
W RITE(ASARY(.I,J.));
END;
W RITELN;
END;
W RITELN;
COLREV (AARY, BARY); 
W RITELN('B1 ARRAY'); 
W RITELN;
FOR I:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
FOR J:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
W RITE(BARY(.I,J.));
END;
W RITELN;
END;
W RITELN;
ROW REV(BARY, CARY);
W R ITELN ('C l ARRAY'); 
W RITELN;
FOR I:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
FOR J:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
W RITE(CARY(.I,J.));
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END;
W RITELN;
END;
W RITELN;
FIRSTD(CARY, AARY.DARY); 
W RITELN('D1 ARRAY');
W RITELN;
FOR I:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
FOR J:=  1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
W RITE(DARY(.I,J.));
END;
W RITELN;
END;
W RITELN;
ASPREV(ASARY, ASPARY); 
NEXTAS(ASPARY, AARY, ASARY); 
W RITELN('AS2 ARRAY');
W RITELN;
FOR I:= 1 TO  N I DO 
BEGIN
FOR J:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
W RITE(ASARY(.I,J.));
END;
W RITELN;
END;
W RITELN;
NEXTAH(DARY, AARY, AHARY); 
W RITELN('AH2 A RRA Y ’);
W RITELN;
FOR I:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
FOR J:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
W RITE(AHARY(.I,J.));
END;
W RITELN;
END;
WRITELN;
CHECKSUM (ASARY, AHARY, ASUM); 
W HILE ASUM  <> 0 DO 
BEGIN
BPREV(BARY, BPARY);
NEXTB(ASARY, AHARY, BPARY, BARY); 
W RITELN('NEXT B ARRAY');
WRITELN;
FOR I:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
FOR J:= I TO NI DO 
BEGIN
W RITE(BARY(.I,J.));
END;
W RITELN;
END;
W RITELN;
CPREV(CARY, CPARY);
ROWRE V (BARY, CARY);
W RITELN ('N EXT C ARRAY');
FOR I:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
FOR J:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
W RITE(CARY(.I,J.));
END;
W RITELN;
END;
W RITELN;
NEXTD(CARY, CPARY, ASARY, DARY); 
W RITELN('NEXT D ARRAY'); 
W RITELN;
FOR I:=  1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
FOR J:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
W RITE(DARY(.I,J.));
END;
W RITELN;
END;
WRITELN;
ASPREV(ASARY, ASPARY); 
NEXTAS(ASPARY, AARY, ASARY); 
W RITELN('NEXT AS ARRAY'); 
W RITELN;
FOR I:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
FOR J:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
W RITE( AS ARY (.1, J.)) I 
END;
W RITELN;
END;
W RITELN;
NEXTAH(DARY, AARY, AHARY); 
W RITELN('NEXT AH ARRAY'); 
W RITELN;
FOR I:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
FOR J:= 1 TO  NI DO 
BEGIN 
W RITE(AHARY(.I,J.));
END;
W RITELN;
END;
W RITELN;
CHECKSUM (ASARY, AHARY, ASUM); 
W RITELN('NEXT CYCLE');
W RITELN;
END;
END;
W RITELN;
WRITELN;
W RITELN (AS UM );
WRITELN;
WRITELN;
(* DETECTION OF CIRCULARITY *)
IF (CIRCSET <> (..)) THEN 
BEGIN
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W RITELNCCIRCULAR RULES W ITH NODES:');
FOR DD:= 0 TO 100 DO 
BEGIN
IF((.DD.) * CIRCSET <> (..)) THEN 
W RITE( DD);
END;
W RITELN;
W RITELN;
END;
(* DETECTION OF REDUNDANCY *)
FOR I:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
FOR J:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN
IF (BARY(.I,J.) >= 2) THEN 
BEGIN
W RITELN ('POTENTIAL REDUNDANCY W HILE INFERRING NODE:'); 
FOR DD:= 0 TO 100 DO 
BEGIN
IF((.DD.) * NODELABL(.J.) <> (..)) THEN 
WRJTE(DD);
END;
W RITELN;
WRITELNC FROM  NODE:');
FOR CC:= 0 TO 100 DO 
BEGIN
IF((.CC.) * NODELABL(.L) <> (..)) THEN 
W RITE(CC);
END;
W RITELN;
W RITELN;
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END;
END;
END;
(* DETECTION OF CONTRADICTION *)
FOR I := 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN 
RCH:=
FOR J:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN 
IF (BARY(.I,J.) >= 1) THEN 
RCH:= RCH + NODELABL(.J.);
END;
FOR J:= 1 TO NI DO 
BEGIN 
FOR K:= 1 TO DI DO 
BEGIN
IF (BARY(.I,J.) >= 1)
AND (RCH*DOM LABL(.K.) <> NODELABL(.J.))
AND ((RCH*DOM LABL(.K.))* NODELABL(.J.) <> (..))
THEN
BEGIN
W RITELN('CONTRADICTION W HILE INFERRING NODE:’); 
FOR DD:= 0 TO 100 DO 
BEGIN
IF((.DD.) * NODELABL(.J.) <> (..)) THEN 
W RITE (DD);
END;
W RITELN;
WRITELNC FROM  NODE:');
FOR CC:= 0 TO 100 DO
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BEGIN
IF ((.CC.) * NODELABL(.I.) <> (..)) THEN 
W RITE(CC);
END;
W RITELN;
W RITELN;
W RITELN;
END;
END;
END;
END;
CLOSE(NODEINFO);
CLOSE(DOMINFO);
CLOSE(MATTNFO);
CLOSE(OBSINFO);
CLOSE(GOALINFO);
CLOSE(RESULT);
END. (* End of M ain Program *)
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